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CHAPTER 1
BIRCH ON DIRT

I was driving to my parents’ house, counting road kill to pass the time, when I
counted a black bull in a ditch on the side of an empty country highway. I pulled over.
Its eyes were curiously glazed, staring at a golden birch whose leaves were
falling, never to decompose or fertilize down by the brook. The woods breathed sweetly
into the bull’s dead nose. The exhale stank of two or more days ago.
“I guess this counts for something like thirty opossums in the road,” I said out
loud to myself, or to the dead bull, or to the birch, even though I think only I was
listening. I smoked a cigarette, collecting the ashes in my hand so they wouldn’t fall on
the birch-leaf weave. I dropped them on the road before driving on to my parents’ house.
We planned to have dinner together one night in the future, so I left with enough time to
get there. Maybe we would eat turkey and be thankful, or have a holiday ham and dessert
with the neighborhood, or maybe we would just order a pizza and talk to each other,
sitting on the floor. I didn’t know what they had planned for the night when I got there,
but I didn’t want to be late.
Driving through the fall country is disquietly still, despite the motions of it. I sang
all the songs sung on road trips to myself, but I was still self-conscious that a missing
other might overhear. Over there, one opossum.
Farther down the road, two days or more from the dead black bull, the sun shone
sideways into my left eye, so I looked out with my right. A circus train wreck stretched
along the road for the next mile or so, but this was only one-eyed to the right. Who knows
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the actual distance of the wreck, had I the better judgment of both eyes, and who knows
what the sun hid one- or two-eyed and parallel to the left. I pulled over to the right, in
front of the train wreck.
The circus train had careened off the track and through a golden birch grove what
looked like two or more months ago, scattering animals—now skeletons wrapped in
kudzu vines, their bare-bone rib-tip hands raised to the sun—across the woven birch-dirt
leaves in a surprise of directions.
Nearby, a large rock sat with a coat of sun-parched pieces of paper taped to it.
Petitions, poems, letters, love notes, death threats, exclamations, questions, and only a
few answers were scribbled on the rock by passers-by who found it necessary to stop and
express, with what little means available, the bewildering nature of the shock before
them. I read a few of the comments out loud to myself and to the dead animals:

“A Petition, For The Animals,” it went. “I have created this, ‘A Petition, For The
Animals,’ to help save the animals. Why nobody else is helping these animals is a
mystery to me, so I’m creating this petition to help save these animals before they die. If
you don’t sign your name here, you’re not saving these animals. You’re only helping
them die. Sign your name, and someone will hear us: These animals must be saved. In the
meantime, I have to keep driving into the future, and you probably do too. The Signed:
Kathy Sinclair, Phillip Anderson, Reilly T. Williams, Lydia Horner, John Maddox . . .”
The list went on. I signed my name, “Too Late.”
Next note, a poem that struck me:
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each of these light leaves is dirt
barely held together by
tiny bone hands that
used to be alive,
holding hands,
loose gripped
at the deja-vu
dream scene end
of a life long relationship
---Yoni Wolf.

I looked up and watched the birch leaves fall and blow to the dirt by the brook, the water
high, passing. A patch of kudzu will overtake a scene with no regard for the history of the
underbrush.
“For those interested in keeping statistics,” one note read, “1 giraffe = 184
opossums. 1 elephant = 827 opossums. 1 brown bear = 361 opossums. 1 tiger = 245
opossums. 1 naked mole rat = 0.097 opossums. 2 trapeze artists = 84 opossums. 1
camel = 239 opossums. 1 peacock = 5 opossums. 1 horse = 210 opossums. 1 opossum =
1 opossum.”
There were other notes, always others, but most were either written in rainsplattered pen hands or had otherwise accumulated, one by one, to the point of
incomprehension.
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I wrote my own. Something like a song sung to myself recently, but not quite, I
think: “When I finally die, I want no casket, no saddle, no see-through plastic mask. I just
want to feel the dirt like the dead leaves do.” I taped it to the rock, then walked back to
my car and left the circus.
Through the following days, I increasingly felt that dinner, whatever it is, was
most likely getting cold at my parents’ house. I needed to hurry. But there, by the road, a
stillbirth. There, a dead schoolgirl. There, a lover. There, a teacher. There, a marriage.
There, an inspiration. There, lying dead in the leaves fallen plural but singular from a
golden birch. One opossum, two opossum, three opossum, four . . .
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CHAPTER 2
WADE’S BIRDS

Wade sat on the brick steps of the garage and watched the baby birds flutter from
corner to corner. They left the nest earlier this morning, less than two weeks after he first
spotted the mother bird bringing food into the broken garage door gearbox that hung from
the middle of the ceiling. While the mother was out one day he climbed up and scooped
the nest into a shoebox, which he placed dutifully on an old bookshelf against the wall.
The shoebox was safer on the shelf, lower to the ground. Wade peered in several times a
day, each time the birds opening their mouths expectantly. Sometimes he spat. They
looked like an elementary craft project, all gray cotton tufts stuck on wet candy skin with
windup toys in their throats that pulsed and peeped. He poked each one in the head and
licked his fingers.
The birds left the nest earlier this morning, but they didn’t get far. Wade closed
the doors to trap them safe inside. He dragged a wooden kitchen chair into the garage and
sat down, watching for hours and talking to himself.
“The birds—five of them. They left the nest earlier this morning. They’re the
strangest little suckers, aren’t they? Look at them. It really was smart to build a nest in
the garage, because it’s safe in here and now they have all this great stuff to practice
flying on. It’s like a little gym, but for birds. They’re starting to get the hang of it I think,
except for that little one in the corner. He must be the runt, because look, he just flaps and
flaps and doesn’t get anywhere. But you should have been here to see them earlier this
morning—they were all like that. I guess they fell out of the nest or something, because I
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came in and found them scooting around on the floor for a couple hours. It’s a good thing
they weren’t outside . . . they probably would have gotten eaten up by a snake or an owl,
but in here, see, they were safe enough to get used to failure, and now look at them flying
around like that!” Wade took a sip of his shake and continued to stare.
The mother bird banged into the window from the outside, so Wade got up and
cracked it enough for her to pass while holding one hand out to swat at any babies that
might think to escape into the yard. She immediately started shouting, and soon everyone
was shouting, including Wade. After each of her babies gobbled down a bit of
regurgitated worm, she left again to look for more and they all quieted down. Wade
nodded out the window, more disappointed than permitting, and continued talking to
himself.
“That’s okay, I have my shake and you have your worm. But you know there’s a
hurricane on its way, right? I’ve got a fridge full of shakes, but the yard’s going to get
flushed out tomorrow. Hear that?” he said, loud enough for everyone. “You birds sure
picked a bad time to leave the nest. You’re looking restless like you want to fly into the
trees, but I tell you what . . . find yourself outside tomorrow night and you’re going to be
flat damn disappointed you didn’t stay safe in here instead. Get caught in the path of a
flying splinter or shingle and your little head’s going to pop right off like a ripe crabapple
from a tree.”
*
Wade woke the next morning, said hello to his birds, and got to work boarding up
the holes in the roof to prepare for the approaching storm. He lived a good two hundred
miles north of the gulf, but hurricanes occasionally traveled this far inland. The last one
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to make it had damaged his roof in a way he had yet to repair, due in large part to a ladder
incident that almost ended with a permanent stay in the hospital. Facing the problem now,
years later, he sandwiched the ladder between two mattresses and surrounded the base
with a stack of blankets he found in the attic. It looked safe enough to consider jumping
from the roof on purpose.
The fringe of the approaching storm had already moved overhead, covering the
afternoon in an early disquiet. After finishing what repairs he felt like doing, he carried
the ladder back to the garage to find the door wide open. He would sometimes leave it
cracked for the mother bird to come and go, but only when he was busy keeping the
babies inside with his feet. Now this, no door guard. He couldn’t find them anywhere.
Wade returned to the backyard with a plastic lemonade pitcher and found the
birds lined up against the back brick wall. He chased them back and forth as they
fluttered and hopped through the grass, having never actually mastered the previous day’s
introductory flying lesson, or flailing about from the stress of pursuit. One by one, Wade
collected the baby birds in the pitcher and poured them back into the nest on the
bookshelf. It started raining before he could collect them all, and he soon became
frustrated at the mother for not gathering her own helpless twittering babies like this in
the first place.
The mother never showed up. Wade watched the rain fall for hours through the
window, not sure what to do about his birds’ cries. Spit and shakes didn’t help. He tried
to sleep in the garage with them, if it would be a comfort, but the wind was too loud and
the rain blew under the door and soaked up into his clothes. He felt angry with the mother
and with himself for not being able to do anything more for the children. The house
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creaked all night, and his birds cried from below him in the garage as he slept in the howl
upstairs.
*
Wade removed his earplugs late the next morning, surprised to find sunlight, not
rain or the dreamed detritus of the destroyed house, waiting at the foot of his bed. The
house was eerily peaceful with the power out. He made his way down to the garage,
careful not to make too much noise on the stairs. A tree branch had broken through the
window to the left of the bookshelf. He crept up to the shoebox and peered inside.
Nothing was there except the body of one bird, the runt. Its mouth lingered open, but the
throat had wound down, not a peep. A river of ants snaked along the wall and into the
nest. They crawled all over the bird—through the feathered tufts, into the mouth, on top
of the eyes. The incoming ants were black. The outgoing ants were black and holding
little mouthfuls of white. A perpetual highway, they cleared the wreck of the runt. Wade
pulled the tree branch out of the window, cutting his hands on the glass, and beat the
shoebox to the ground. He kicked it and stomped it and broke the bookshelf with the tree
branch before wandering back inside, looking for another minor occupation to pass the
time of the house.
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CHAPTER 3
HOW TO BUILD A FIRE

Junko and I turned into the KOA with at least an hour before sundown. That’s at
least an hour to set up the tent and start a fire, both of which I hadn’t attempted in years,
but in the case of fire I’d imagined the motions so many times—striking the match once,
twice, the flare of satisfaction on the third conceding to the casual flick into the pit and a
sound like blankets as the flames took hold—that building a fire seemed comparable to
the ease with which any number of action stars had tossed cigarettes over their shoulders
and whoosh, blew up the bad guys. Keeping warm or blowing shit up is less a matter of
skill than instinct. The two-person tent would spring up like the display model I’d seen in
R.E.I., and we’d be roasting small potatoes wrapped in aluminum foil, us both a bit wine
drunk and wanting to make the best of the cramped sex we’d later have on the air
mattress in the tent, rather than foregoing a night of no sex during our weeklong escape
north. Tomorrow we’d jump into Lake Superior, the second of the big five; we already
hit Lake Michigan north of Chicago. Let’s make a miniature Ring of Fire into Canada
and head back to Alabama, whether trouble had accumulated in Junko’s house or not.
Hand-painted signs told me to drive slowly through the campground, and this way
to the office. Gravel crunched under the tires. Junko’s bare feet were propped up on the
dashboard. Her best feature, she often called them, the most perfect, self-mythologized
part of her body, and I couldn’t disagree that they were indeed beautiful feet—
uncomfortably beautiful at times, and catching the late afternoon sun like that particularly
made me want to rip them off and make them my own—slender and supple with
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immaculately elongated toes that could each at any moment keep a beat independent of
the rest, curling near my head. Still, calling them her best feature failed to recognize the
legs they were connected to or how her peach sundress had bundled up in her sleep to
reveal she had nothing on underneath. Canada was not at all cold in the summertime. I
parked the car in front of the office, reached my hand between her thighs, and kissed her
on the ear. “Thunder Bay,” I said, but it didn’t come out the sexy sigh I’d intended and
she startled in the seat.
“You jerk. But come here and give me that mouth.” So I did. The way Junko
moaned while we kissed made me melt. I’m such a sucker for enthusiasm. She stocked
shelves somewhere down the strip mall and would stop into the café where I worked
during her breaks. I started sitting in the window around the time she’d show up, and
after about a month she asked if she could join me. She leaned into things on her own
time, but she did so completely when that time came. I was more of an angler; sometimes
you eat, sometimes you don’t. Her family moved to Birmingham when the Honda plant
went up in Lincoln—traditional family, so we kept the fact of us a secret—and now she
was leaning hard into me across the middle console and I was moaning a little bit back,
admitting more to myself than to her that I liked this. She had the idea to jump into the
lakes. I would have been fine with nothing.
When I opened my eyes and broke from the kiss, a group of kids had parked their
bikes about ten feet from the car. Some looked disgusted in the mouth, others wore a
confused sort of glee in the eyebrows, all silent surprise either way in pool goggles and
towel capes, bike streamers and taped-on pinwheels reeling in the breeze. I squeezed
Junko’s shoulder and stepped out of the car, kicking the air to work out my knees.
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The kid in front pointed his spatula at me. “Halt! I pronounce you guilty of
suspicious activity! Who are you and why are you here?” he shouted. I looked at my feet
and tried to come back with a witty or authoritative response that would either delineate
my place as older and therefore wiser than they, and that I couldn’t be picked off with a
mere spatula, or otherwise charm Junko with how much I loved kids when I tried, and
what a great father I would be if we could keep this thing together. Who are you, why are
you here, and what’s with all the pool goggles was the best I could come up with before I
felt like I had to do or say something, anything, now, so I threw my hands up over my
head, kicked the gravel at my feet, and ran straight at them growling like a maniacal bear.
The gang squealed and spun around on their bikes, throwing a cloud of dirt into the air. I
looked over at Junko and I think the look she gave back was charmed with my response
to the situation because she grabbed my arm in a way I rarely felt.
We walked through the waist-high pieces of a person-sized chess board to the
office, in which we learned there would be an ice cream social starting in about five
minutes, adult swim in the pool at nine, blueberry pancakes the next morning, we’d
probably see the bike parade riding around before it got dark so please be careful as you
drive to your tent site, T-7, and that the girls behind the counter were “totally flirting with
me.” I told Junko not to worry, that they were probably in high school, and I didn’t have
a thing for baggy camp shirts, braces, or freckles anyway. They reminded me of spending
too many childhood summers on the Florida panhandle. “It’s just funny,” Junko said
while we browsed the few aisles of the office general store, but she said it in a way that
made me know it wasn’t just funny, that my efforts to be nice (I’m not a nice person, or
maybe just an anxious one) had consequence. I grabbed a pack of jumbo
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marshmallows—Junko had never been camping, and I only a long time ago, so we were
going to do this right—and a can of vegetable soup to smother on the potatoes and
returned to the counter, where I made no eye contact and deflected potential banter with
huh and hmm. Junko held my arm on the way out. We got back in the car and drove
through the campground to our site, passing RVs and trailers that were clearly parked for
the summer: awnings, lawn furniture, log piles, and plastic picket fences bringing the
comfort of ownership to the quiet summer woods. The bike parade rounded the corner in
the day’s last sun, the leader again waving his spatula at us and yelling at the car. We
pulled into our campsite, the last of our row, between trees and an older couple drinking a
case of Labatt’s next to a motorcycle. I thought of the bags I would pull out of my
trunk—the tent, the air mattress, the sleeping bags, the lamp, the headlamps, the towels,
the pillows, the bags of food and utensils, the carrots that would rot before long—and
then I thought of these two on their motorcycle, traveling with nothing but the leather
clothes they wore, a smaller tent than ours, and a pack of beer. Their efficiency was
horrifying, and I couldn’t stand being their camp neighbor, thinking they thought they
could do everything better than we could ourselves.
I’d been staring at the tent parts on the ground and making minimal progress
towards completing the whole for about twenty minutes, picking up poles and putting
them down, when Junko came over, turned on her headlamp, took a look at the pile, and
said, “I’ve got this. Crack open the wine so we can celebrate. Or better yet, go get some
wood. We need to start dinner.” She kissed me on the cheek. Her smile under the
headlamp—the sun had set past the horizon but we still had some sky glow to burn
through—was so sincere I couldn’t feel any shame. I had imagined how romantic it
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would be to whip everything into place while she got drunk at the picnic table, and the
contrast with the reality on the ground made me feel pointless. But I could get the wood.
$6 for as much as you could fit in an orange mesh bag, so I picked the biggest logs I
could find in the woodshed and returned to the campsite, where Junko was doing
crosswords in the tent.
I poked my head inside. “Wow, look at this!”
“See, told you I had it. Champion!” she said, throwing her arms out in victory. I
dumped the logs in the fire pit, then jumped in the tent and curled up next to her.
“Nope,” she said, pushing away. “We’ve gotta eat. No time to lie around. It’s
already dark.”
We got out of the tent and peered into the pit with our headlamps, then I made a
teepee with the logs. I balled up an old newspaper I’d found in the back seat of the car,
put it in the middle of the little teepee, and got it started with the lighter. Poof. It
collapsed into a ball of orange and ran up the sides of the logs. I couldn’t believe it—the
whole thing consumed itself just like I’d imagined a fire should. Next, the wine bottle.
We didn’t have any glasses, so we just passed the bottle back and forth. After a few pulls
Junko grabbed the potatoes and turned to the fire, which had become a stream of smoke
with no fire.
“That wasn’t supposed to happen,” I said, thinking of movies again. I grabbed a
towel and started fanning the pit—maybe it was an oxygen problem—but it just smoked
harder. The fires in other campsites ganged up on my mind through the woods. I could
feel the bikers with the Labatt’s sharing a moment about how I had the gear but didn’t
know how to use it. What a waste. That’s what they were laughing about. Hell, I could
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feel the bike parade shaking spatulas at me from across the campground, commandeering
adult swim and yelling that they were right: suspicious, suspicious, suspicious.
“I think we just need some smaller logs, babe,” said Junko. “Birch bark burns like
paper, but the logs themselves look a bit damp and aren’t catching. Where’s the wood
shed? I’ll see if they’ll let us take some kindling for free.”
Please don’t do that, I thought. “Follow the road until you get to the RV section
and take a right to the office. The shed’s in back.”
“Cool. I’ll be quick. And hey—”
I looked up from blowing in the pit. Bellows, if only I’d had them.
“—I love you. Camping is fun!” She smiled and jogged away, saying hi to the
bikers as she passed.
I turned back to the smoldering pit. It reminded me of the one time I met Junko’s
parents. I wanted to show them that I was genuinely interested in Japanese culture, so I
shared a handful of photos my grandfather took during the occupation. Laughing with his
buddies on the wings of a Japanese fighter plane—they had trained for the invasion, not
the occupation—and one picture smiling in uniform in front of the house he used in
Tachikawa, the tailor and his family solemn by his side. He carried an empty rifle while
he delivered mail from Tokyo to the U.S. base in Seoul. One day the cargo plane dipped
out of route—he had the pitches and yaws memorized— and he looked out the window at
what he claims to have been Hiroshima, a few months after the world knew its name, and
grabbed his camera. Maybe it really was Hiroshima, but it could have been any number
of cities we firebombed off the map just as easily. In a game of numbers, firebombing
beats the big two, but firebombing doesn’t work as well as a historical icon. In any case,
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the pictures: I was struck by how the raw plywood shelters sprung out of the debris, the
partial reconstruction somehow more painful to see than the before and after of
textbooks. Junko’s parents looked at these last pictures longer than the first, then her dad
handed them back to me. “Sad,” he said. If only I could better articulate why I’d wanted
to share them in the first place, but the moment passed quickly.
I poked the smoking pit and imagined stirring the ash of Hiroshima from the
cargo plane, knocking over the makeshift shelters, setting the lone white truck visible in
the picture off course again and again—where could it possibly be going in a place where
direction itself had been lost?—imagined the melting point of skin.
“Hey.”
It was the biker. I wanted to roll into the pit rather than have this conversation.
“I couldn’t help but notice you were having some trouble with your fire there,” he
said.
“Yeah, you know. I never was a boy scout.”
“Well, maybe this’ll help,” he said. He ripped the empty cardboard beer case in
half and gave me a piece before ripping the other into card-sized chunks. “Building a
fire’s like launching a rocket into space. You don’t just push a button.The thing’s got
stages. I don’t know how many in the case of rockets, to tell you the truth, but a fire’s got
three stages: tinder, kindling, and the main fuel, the motherload. You’re all motherload
here.” He knocked my teepee over with his boot, then reached down and put a clump of
cardboard in the center.
“And here comes stage two now,” he said. Junko’s headlamp bobbed in the dark.
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That night, after the potatoes smothered in vegetable soup, after the wine, after
roasting marshmallows on sticks with our biker neighbors Bill and Paula who were riding
Pacific to Atlantic via the Trans-Canadian Highway, after the hilarious sex on the air
mattress that we tried to keep quiet from all the shaking vinyl, I dreamed that I tripped
and fell for years until I landed in New Hell. Nobody lived there yet, so I became by
default the New Devil of New Hell and wandered its lavish halls alone for several
lifetimes. New Hell wasn’t at all hot like Old Hell, but there was an innately painful
quality to the air itself, as if all the particles of New Hell had shifted to the plane of
phantom limbs. By the time the first resident of New Hell arrived, I was so tired of the
pain that the only way I could think to torment her was to snap off our parts and exchange
mine for hers, since she didn’t yet know the suffering of time in this place and I’d quite
had enough of it, but new limbs grew out of all our holes before the old ones could take.
We put our limbs in a closet and waited for the next resident to arrive, tried to come up
with a plan in the meantime. We swapped feet for the waiting. Her feet were incredible,
perhaps the best pair of feet I’d ever worn.
When I woke up, Junko was gone and it took a few moments to convince myself
that the wind was just that and not bears attacking the tent. I unzipped the door flap. The
bikers, Bill and Paula, were gone, had perhaps never been there, my entire life for all I
knew a devious trick of the New Devil half of my brain. Then I found Junko watching the
sunrise over Lake Superior from a bluff across the street, and for another morning said, It
needn’t be all or nothing anymore, it needn’t be all or nothing anymore.
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CHAPTER 4
CARVING THROUGH A SUNDAY

“Scalpel.”
“But we just sat down for dinner,” I said. “Surely there’s a better time for this.
My wife doesn’t need to see anyway, and certainly not in public.”
“Then we’ll hold the scalpel for now: Crayons.” They peeled back the lapels of
my blazer, cut open my shirt, and drew colors across my chest. My irregular breathing
made it move. I was alive and carefully monitored. I ordered chicken cordon-bleu.
“To better times,” I said, raising my wine glass.
“To better times,” you said, tweaking your eyebrows slightly. You never did take
me seriously.
The drawing stopped and the cutting began, gently around the edges of my chest.
I looked at you across the table and smiled. Finally, I thought. Finally I would get the
help I needed. They cut and cut, so gently now around my stomach.
“We have finished mapping your inner workings, Mr. Fondwell, a rather
complicated and intricate process indeed,” they said.
The First held a canvas of skin to my face. They had drawn a snake with an X for
an eye slithering through a flowery meadow on Sunday. The picture still hangs on our
refrigerator, a trinket to mark a distance from the past.
The Second was the voice. He pointed at the drawing with the used scalpel and
explained my inner workings while I stared back at myself with wine in my teeth. “As
you can clearly see,” he explained, “the increasingly inevitable intersections of points
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R)abbit and S)nake make this procedure one of utmost and immediate concern and
consequence. It is only my personal opinion that I suggest you allow us to follow through
with the rest of your treatment, though it may take time and effort from all of us. And
yourself, of course. Professionally, I think our process here tonight all sounds a bit
unsanitary, but these are dramatic times.”
The Third turned around and pulled out a saw from under the floorboards.
My food came. You, it seemed, had ordered an empty plate.
They all three grabbed the saw and began their work with one foot in my lap for
stability. The sound was grating at first, but soon blended well with the violin sonata
enshrouding the restaurant in tunes of vague content. Blood splashed on your dress, a
black dress I had never seen before. It hugged your hips. I apologized.
“Tell us: How do you feel, Mr. Fondwell?”
“That, I’m afraid, I can’t quite articulate right now.”
“I see. But how do you feel, Mr. Fondwell?”
“Well, it’s rather uncomfortable being sawed down my middle, especially out
here in public during dinner, but I do understand the reasoning behind it.”
“That’s very well and good, but how do you feel, Mr. Fondwell?”
“ . . . Like dancing?”
“Progress! Then dance with us until you feel all right.”
I took a bite of chicken cordon-bleu before they pulled me out of my seat, rushed
me over to the center of the restaurant beside the piano player. I held onto their shoulders
as we twirled through the crowded dining space. They pumped the saw through me in
slow, calculated rhythms.
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The rest of the restaurant looked on in wonder. Some clapped. “It’s the beautiful
synthesis of sound and sickness,” someone said to a table. The saw whined on my
breastbone. I felt dizzy and faint.
After some time they sat me back in the chair. “We can see from your poor
coordination,” they started, “that your condition is more serious than first suspected. I’m
afraid we won’t be able to rely on any amount of sawing to cut our way in and through
the other side of the problem. Now tell me, Mr. Fondwell: Does a pumpkin ever carve
itself?”
“It doesn’t sound entirely unreasonable.”
“No! Of course a pumpkin can’t carve itself—it hasn’t any arms! And even if a
pumpkin did have arms too small to see, and if this pumpkin, which we know doesn’t
even exist, were able to carve and clean itself by reaching inside its own thick head with a
metal scoop, what would that mean for the pumpkin innards? The brains, the life essence
of our pumpkin?”
I had to hesitate a bit, busy my hands. “It seems our pumpkin would be stuck in a
delicious cycle of pumpkin brains out the head, pumpkin brains in the mouth, and so on.”
“That is quite possibly the most outrageous statement we’ve heard in all our years
of doctoring those who need it,” they said. “And you, Mr. Fondwell, obviously need it.
No. An impossible self-carving pumpkin couldn’t carve its own mouth before it first
cleans out its head, and in the process of cleaning out its own head, all those ‘delicious,’
as you put it, pumpkin brains would be left in the sun to rot. That’s what would happen if
pumpkins could carve themselves whenever they so pleased—we would have no
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pumpkin pie, no roasted pumpkin seeds, because all those delicious pumpkin brains
would be useless, slowly decaying out in the air. You do see the problem here.”
This sounded like sense. You laughed from your chair.
They continued: “In our world, where we don’t have to worry about whether or
not pumpkins can carve themselves—they can’t—a pumpkin is only carved with
deliberate intent. That means a happy future for the pumpkin, the brains, and if all goes
well, both. And that’s why we’re here today, Mr. Fondwell. To carve you. To help you
find the help you said you wanted. Sit back now.”
I wanted to turn around and allow some privacy for my own procedure, but I soon
had no neck muscles with which to turn. They scooped me out with their hands, scooped
me right onto your empty plate. First course: liver pasta with chopsticks snapped straight
out of my ribcage.
The patrons of the restaurant crowded our table. “So realistic! Frightening!” I
heard after a camera flash. “Good show!”
You started eating me. I smiled big and dumb.
They moved higher and higher into my head, scooping me out on the way. The
fork goes in and I’m a Sunday meadow gnawing grassy rabbit. Fork out and there’s blood
on your face. Fork in and I’m cot coddled on a yellow blanket. Fork out and your teeth,
your beautiful teeth.
I became an empty shell of skin in clothes. They crawled in me, then, all three of
them. They lit candles in my eyes, and over time the dripping wax sealed the hole in my
chest at last, their hands pulling my mouth into clumsy smiles all the while.
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You stood up, much rounder than I remembered, and walked over to me with a
playful smile. You’d grown fat eating me. Your dress suffocated your hips. We all kissed,
my hands limp at my sides, their hands reaching through me into your mouth.
Finally, I thought. Finally.
Hands in hand, we all went home through a familiar landscape unlike anything I’d
ever seen.
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CHAPTER 5
QUITTING CHICKEN COLD TURKEY

Colonel Sanders was a winner. With his victims stacked and packed tight, a whole
winter of frozen dinners, he roamed the pecking grounds of the California Chicken Co-op
with the regal air of a champion who knew his worth: about $2,500 depending on the
state. King of the co-op’s fourth-generational cock fighters, second only to General
Robert E. Lee himself (Generation One; some call him the prototype), the colonel took
any old food and it was his. He fucked any biddy in the yard – just took it. He could clear
a path to the water bottle at even the hottest time of day and peck and peck and peck at it,
then peck it dry if he so wanted. You don’t get to the top of the co-op by sharing, and the
colonel had bumped off the competing chicks of his clutch in record time. If he could
keep this up, he would easily make it to The Big Time at the end of the month, when
Eustace, the owner of the co-op, took off for the 1,000-person-capacity ring in Opp,
Alabama, his hometown, where the maximum fine for a busted fight was a $50 citation or
a jog through the woods. The colonel would not be Eustace’s secret pet project for long.
If you made it to a championship round in Alabama, you could count on squaring
off against any number of Tyson Farms studs named Mike, hopped up on steroids. You
could see it in their struts: they do not grow them in Alabama like they do in California,
and Eustace? He’d been told straight more than once: if some wiseass cock thinks he can
just salamander his way into the ring and take the crown, the money, the drugs, and the
guns as trophies and sashay on back to a land out west where Bear Bryant doesn’t even
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mean anything? Well, that fool’s got a world of hurt coming his way, and there is no
God. A goddamn world of hurt.
Eustace counted on a homecoming for the books.
Colonel Sanders jittered his head around about nine times and, through the
chicken wire that formed pens three and four (none of them had ever amounted to
grandeur of any kind), glared at Robert E. Lee perched atop the wooden plank that led to
Coop One. Coop One hadn’t been the same since the general became a blinker back in
May, when Gretchen Dolores’s tenth-bracket Bellagio pulled a surprise “handle.”
Eustace and Gretchen stepped in at the call, handled their birds, and broke them up, but
Bellagio’s beak had already pulled General Robert E. Lee’s left eye clean out, nerves and
all. When the fight resumed, it took the general about the time it takes a stoked bull to
buck a first-timer to make a quivering mess out of Bellagio.
Things just hadn’t been the same in Coop One since, and now Colonel Sanders
was poised for Opp at the end of the month.
Good morning!

*

On Monday Bradford bugled reveille at the chickens and put on his Muck Boots.
The chickens didn’t mind him much, though some clucked or crowed. He unlatched the
gate to pen one and placed the rock that held the chicken feed bucket shut on the ground
beside it. Maryloo and Helen II flustered over and hopped at Bradford’s waist, hoping for
a sneak peak at breakfast. Shoo, you biddy biddies, wait your turn, Bradford said, and he
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scooped his hand through the chicken feed pellets like so many beans at farmer’s market.
He ate a few, thought them stale and tedious to chew, but when he tossed them in the
yard the chickens hopped on the pellets like duck on a June bug. Bradford wondered what
kind of chicken comedy clucked them up like this in the morning as he scattered food in
the yard. Good morning, General, how’s that eye treating you? he asked Robert E. Lee,
who waited at the top of the coop plank. The general’s face twitched over his missing
eye, forever blinking out the phantom grit.
Bradford followed suit through pens two, three, and four, and after everyone was
fed well for the day, he looped back to pen one to clean out the coop of poop. There were
always a few hens that overslept, but as soon as Bradford slid the back panel open they
scuttled out the front in a flurry of fox dreams, saw the sun, and searched the yard for
pellets in the grass. Bradford unhinged the chicken wire floor in four places, tilted it back
to rest vertically against the front wall of the coop, and climbed in with the hose. He
made water snakes all around like an elephant, pushing poop to the hole in the front-left
corner, sludgy regiments on suicide missions in one the greatest war of all time. The poop
fell into an empty bucket Bradford had placed under the hole. When he was finished, he
lowered the wire floor behind him as he climbed out the back, hinged the floor in place,
and slid the wooden panel shut.
Three coops later, his boots covered in filth, Bradford stretched out his arms and
sang to the pens: Feeding time is over, we are going home. Goodbye, goodbye, we are
going home. Shit bucket in hand, he trudged back to the house, where his sister Alexis
was finishing her eggs and toast in the kitchen, strawberry jam, holding her nose at the
sight of him. Bradford placed the bucket under the sink and made a butter sandwich, then
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they walked to the bus stop together. Today, Bradford’s class would take their annual trip
to the chicken hatchery. There would soon be a Coop Five of the California Chicken Coop.
Good morning! Colonel Sanders yelled from the backyard while the kids waited
for the bus, Good morning!

*

Jorge, who people called Goat, pulled up in a light blue truck with rusted accents
around eleven for processing.
Qué onda, Ustáche? he called out from the cab to Eustace, who was watering the
front yard.
Well hi there, Goat, how’s life treating you? Eustace asked.
Oh, you know it… Goat said, and shrugged his shoulders with a face that looked
like he’d just had a sip of bitter wine. What’s chickens today?
Let’s go out back and bag ‘em up, Eustace said. Goat got out of the truck and they
walked around the house. Eustace talked some; Goat said yes, yes.
With the bag of hens in his hand, Goat said, Okay Ustáche, I see you next week,
and climbed back into the truck, chickens in the passenger seat. Eustace gave a long
reply, to which Goat laughed and said, Okay, yes, yes, next week.

*
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That evening, Alexis made math in her notebook between sharpening anklets on a
small stone in her desk drawer. She startled when Eustace put his hand on her shoulder,
but he shushed her quickly and asked what she was working on.
Tomorrow night, Alexis said, and held up the anklet for him to see. The clean,
three-inch blade curved its quadratic equation like a miniature scythe.
Eustace kissed her on the forehead. That’s right, he said, Colonel’s gonna make us
a killing in Delano, and then we’re all in the gas money to Opp. Keep up the good work,
sweetie, he said.
Just then Bradford popped into the door with his box of new biddies and said, Hey
y’all, look what I got at the hatchery today! They’re so cute and sweet.
Alexis shoved her drawer shut. Aww, she said, looking at the fur balls in the box.
What are you doing? asked Bradford. Wanna help me draw Coop Five?
Not tonight, Brad, I’ve got a lot of homework to do, she said. Quadratic
equations.
Yuck, Brad said, walking away, and then he chanted something with one hand in
the box.

*

Chicken dinner again.
Who’s this? Bradford asked at the table.
Eustace got up chewing and walked over to a notebook on the counter. Looks like
it’s Chocolate Peep tonight, he said.
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Bradford looked at his plate. You were a sweet little biddy, yes you were, he said.
Sweet little Chocolate Peep, and Bradford said a small prayer.
Good morning!

*

The Jennings next door were late for school because Bradford forgot to bugle. He
was drawing Coop Five in a notebook.
Eustace cranked one out into a dish rag.
Tuesday.
Delano.
Fight night.
Colonel Sanders enjoyed Free Range Time all afternoon and got pumped up.
Good morning! he yelled from fresh corners of the yard.

*

Walk it off, Eustace, walk it off, he told himself between curses he’d never heard
before in an imaginary language he studied from time to time. Just walk it off, he
muttered, gas money’ll come, gas money’ll come, fucking forest, goddamnit, goddamn
sons of bitches gonna eat shit pie for pussy wives shit fuckall.
The cops had run into the basement just as Colonel Sanders used his anklet to
make a Rattler out of Sour Pickles, Johnson’s bracket four. Sour Pickles withered and
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wheezed on the ground with a punctured lung, gurgling blood like crazy, more blood than
you’d think. Fuck the money the match is mine, Eustace thought as he grabbed the
colonel off the floor, Colonel kicking good, and climbed up some boxes, wormed his way
out the window near the ceiling into the dirt yard. Opp and glory and failures of it all
wrapped into his limp through the woods to home, where Alexis had baked a chicken.
She beamed quickly at Eustace as he came into the kitchen, then realized to stop,
that this was not a conversation they could have right now but something had happened
so do not beam.
All three ate dinner in silence.
Who’s this? Bradford asked, and Eustace sat there.
Dad? Who’s this we’re eating tonight? he asked again, and again Eustace sat.
Bradford’s eyes shifted from his plate to the floor.
Dad? What happened to your leg? And it was at that moment that Eustace
connected the increasing distance he felt blooming between himself and his children with
the growing puddle of blood on the yellow linoleum floor. It was a beautiful contrast, the
shape and color of it, he thought briefly.
Good morning! Colonel Sanders called from wherever he’d run to in the front
yard, kicking the metal anklets off into the grass. Good morning!
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CHAPTER 6
THE HUNGER PANGS OF HERMOSILLO

Moments before Mrs. Armstrong dug her fingernails into the hot air balloon
operator’s chest and ripped his skin apart, snapping ribs where necessary to make way to
his heart, a brief thought entered her decaying, increasingly dysfunctional brain that
maybe she shouldn’t do this. Even though she had died from smoke inhalation a month
earlier, there still remained enough human morality in her mind to make her pause, think
about her God, His intentions in creating the world in all its complicated wonder, the
history of everything that ever was and ever will be, how nobody else in that basket 1,000
feet above the ground knew the first thing about flying; then, reaffirmed that the
interminable hunger coursing through every second of her consciousness was all a part of
the plan, she struck the tour guide across the head with a picnic basket and, as they say,
dug in.
The father, too, pounced on the opportunity to eat something fresh. And then there
was Charles.

*

The fire had passed during the night, while everyone was sleeping, so there was
no pain or regret, no time to even recognize what was happening. When morning came,
the family simply woke up, everything a little off, vision tinted a transparent purple, dead.
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Nobody was hungry for breakfast yet, and within days it became clear that they might
never be hungry again.
Charles had snuck out to his girlfriend’s house the night of the fire, and walking
into the kitchen to find his family sitting at the table, silent, staring, wide-eyed, food out
but no one eating, was the last thing he expected to see at the crack of dawn. It took only
minor detective work to figure out what had happened: an early September night in
Durango meant cleaning out the fireplace for the first time this season and busting up
some logs out back before bed; someone forgot to open the flue, and by morning
everyone in the house had died quietly in their sleep.
Well, this changes things, Charles thought.
But living with a dead family wasn’t all that different from living with his normal
family, it turned out. They still watched the same amount of TV in proportion to their
other daily activities, which had changed to a fairly mellow mixture of standing in the
corner, shuffling down the hallway, groaning on occasion, and peeling wallpaper, and his
zombie toddling sister still seemed eternally transfixed by a small basket of toys in her
room. In some ways, Charles thought, it was actually better than having real parents.
Since death severs the arcuate fasciculus in the brain, rendering any attempts at verbal
communication completely absurd, he soon found out, Charles could do pretty much
anything he wanted. He drove his dad’s car, drank beer in front of the TV, snuck Meagan
over to his place to fondle each other in his room for a change, and he only rarely
received even so much as a guttural murr or maughh in protest. It seemed as if his parents
simply didn’t care anymore. The relief of knowing he could now do anything with his
life—do things his way, always—felt better than having sex with Meagan in his room.
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Meagan broke up with Charles, saying this whole zombie thing, or whatever it
was, had started to creep her out. It wasn’t really the principle of the thing itself that
bothered her, she said, meaning she was totally cool with zombie parents in general, but
rather because of the looks on their faces. Especially the dad’s. It was almost like he was
hungry, she said, like he had never learned how to smile properly during his life, and now
he wanted something more out of death. She didn’t know, but it creeped her out, so they
broke up.
They were probably just hungry, actually, Charles told her on the phone the next
day, but Meagan still wanted to break up. Charles had let them into the backyard for the
first time, and they moved surprisingly quickly through the grass, collecting pine cones,
climbing trees, tripping over their bodies after rabbits. They began digging into the
ground and shoveling fistfuls of mud into their mouths before becoming utterly still.
They stayed that way for three days, not sleeping, out in the rain twice, and the sun turned
their skin a sick, mossy green. They smelled.
It was during this time that Charles first thought of going to Mexico. He was
watching Travel Channel and drinking Fat Tire when a commercial for a Mexican travel
agency popped up and suggested coming down to witness the cultural spectacle of el Día
de los Muertos, the Day of the Dead, in their words. They had never really been the
family vacation kind of family, but it seemed fitting now. After the parents came out of
their mud-drunk stupor, they blitzed around the house in an intensely anxious fashion for
hours at a time. Charles wasn’t sure if it was the result of boredom or hunger cravings or
what, but he decided it was definitely time to get out of there. With more time required to
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arrange the family in the back seat than Charles had expected, they started driving the
dad’s Hyundai southwest on Friday.
They first stopped at the Four Corners so Charles’s parents could rummage for
food and twigs while his younger sister poked the ground with her thumb, and so Charles
could spin in circles on the border of Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New Mexico. He had
done this once during a summer camp in kindergarten, but back then he thought the
ground would be shaded different colors, like a map. Purple, Blue, Yellow, and Orange,
but now it was obvious that the only distinction was purely governmental, mostly
pointless.
The sun was relentless, even at the end of October. Charles put on this band he
had discovered on a compilation of American musicians that drew inspiration from
“world” music, whatever that meant. They had an otherworldly way (the CD booklet had
suggested “African”) of harmonizing and shouting over persistent beats that reminded
Charles of time unfolding. He began to realize that to get older, endlessly, even after
death, in this case, was horrifying, and this band knew it, too. Charles nodded along and
drummed his fingers on the steering wheel, appreciating that someone out there was
yelping like this band was, leaving a permanent, cathartic mark on the history of ever
having existed at all. He wanted to do that and did, in his own small way, in the car. His
parents first started vomiting mud against the headrests an hour later. It was Halloween.
It shouldn’t have taken two full days to reach Hermosillo, but Charles hadn’t
thought about crossing the border. Coaxing his parents to get back into the car during the
multiple stops down Highway 191 had taught him that they seemed to have no problem
with understanding directions, only with the bodily coordination to properly execute
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them, so he dropped off the family about ten miles up the road from the border in the
middle of the first night, gave them a map, a flashlight and a good talking to, then hoped
for the best. As much as he hated to think about it, it wouldn’t be the end of the world if
his parents didn’t show up on the other side; they could have been mentally dead for
weeks at this point, for all he knew. Charles still didn’t have a passport—he had never
needed one—but when he arrived, it seemed his concept of border patrol was an
American legend, not a Mexican one; a couple hundred dollars from his dad’s wallet was
plenty identification.
Which made him regret ever having abandoned his family in the middle of the
desert, the more he thought about it. He spent the night with his eyes strained at the
horizon for flashlights, but then it began to feel more and more likely that his parents had
simply decided to walk in the dark. The stubborn bastards.
The next day for Charles was dehydrated and delirious, drifting in and out of
accidental moments of sleep in the front seat of his dad’s car, every sound becoming the
amplified, parallel universe demon howl of its real-life counterpart. As his parents
shuffled through the dirt towards the car, Charles felt the earth crumble beneath him and
pour into the mouth of a giant underground rainbow trout. He screamed and fell
backwards out of the front door, hitting his head on the ground at his family’s feet. They
were covered in a brown, pudding-like substance he later discovered was mud stuck on
blood. His sister was gone.
They creeped into Hermosillo that evening without any more hang-ups, except
Charles’s building anxiety about not knowing more than twelve words in Spanish; he had
once learned a song that counted to ten, teaching children how to make Mexican hot
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chocolate. Baté, baté, chocoláte! As catchy as the phrase was, it didn’t help at the gas
station.
Mexico was very different from what Charles had expected, but, thinking that, he
realized he was basing his expectations on a handful of sepia-toned photographs his
grandfather had taken in the fifties. His grandfather wore a wide-brimmed black
sombrero in one picture, and even though the color had long faded from the paper, you
could tell his face was glowing red with his friends. They were all wearing business suits
and drinking from big glasses with skinny stems. A mule was standing in the dirt road
outside, a man sleeping on the ground next to the mule. The Mexico in front of Charles
was much more colorful, but like the photographs, there was something sad about it, and
today, comically frightening.
It was el Día de los Inocentes, honoring dead children. In every town they passed
through, people clogged the highway with parades, skeletons, drunks, songs, marigolds,
and weeping. In Hermosillo, Charles had only two things on his mind: sleep and makeup.
Hollywood had long proved that the living could become convincingly dead, and Charles
hoped the reverse was also true. Or, if he couldn’t make his parents look convincingly
alive, he could at least help them fit in, given the circumstances of the holiday. He had
seen enough festivities on the drive down, so Charles parked the car a couple blocks
away from the central square and tried to sleep. His parents sat in the back, awake, he
guessed, strange noises emanating from some place other than their mouths.
There had been some hot air balloons dotting the skies all day. That could be a
good way to get away from things and fumble less with his lack of Spanish, Charles
thought. This whole experience—the fire, breaking up with Meagan, leaving the country
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for the first time, losing his little sister in the desert, the contradictory gloom of the
holiday—finally shook him. He would look into a hot air balloon tour in the morning, he
decided.

*

The most surprising part of watching his parents break and tear apart the balloon
operator, who had an infectious, understanding smile and a name tag that read Eduardo,
was the noise. Death had always been either an instant or falsely prolonged event in
Charles’s mind, but there was a period of time during which Eduardo was definitely still
alive, and it sounded terrible. Charles had never heard his parents sound that way, either.
Like wounded and angry grizzly bears, they sunk their faces into Eduardo’s mess in a
way that more closely matched his preconceptions of the living dead; it was
simultaneously exciting, depressing, stunning, and horrible.
Charles remained stuck to the corner of the wicker basket for a full fifteen
minutes, watched his parents start scavenging, before feeling compelled to do something.
He shuffled to the left, bumping into a standing propane canister connected to the right
burner. As if by instinct, like his entire life had been a repeated rehearsal of this single
moment, he grabbed the tank with his left hand on the circular handle around the nozzle
and, crouching, his right hand across his body and behind the tank, stood up while
swinging his right hand out and above and behind his left shoulder, and, with the tank,
slammed into the space between his crouching, scavenging father’s neck and right
shoulder. The ease with which the tank slid into the abdomen surprised him. It was too
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stuck to pull out and hit again, and soon Mrs. Armstrong had tackled her son to the floor
of the wicker basket, hissing a wet, strangled scream in his face. He wiped some stinging
crud off his glasses and kicked her in the groin; she backed up looking surprised, or
something like it for zombies, and scampered behind the father. Charles struggled to his
feet, not able to see much, and started waving his arms, shouting Yo bear! Yo bear! He
would later wonder why, but first he wrapped his arm around the rubber tube that
connected the right burner to the propane tank, stuck in his dad’s abdomen, and pulled,
natural gas spewing into the air now. Reaching into his pocket with his left hand, Charles
pulled out a commemorative Zippo and, using a flick of the wrist he learned from a
middle school friend, sent the propane tank and his father flaming into the air, out of the
basket.
A moment of pause followed. Perhaps a moment of recognition—who could tell?
After watching her husband’s improvised rocket trail off, Mrs. Armstrong simply left.
She watched, made a noise, climbed out of the basket, fell straight down. Her movements
seemed calculated and purposeful for the first time since the family died.
Beating the flames on his shirt, Charles hurried to the side and looked down.
They had drifted east in the balloon, over a reservoir. Charles didn’t know if his parents
survived the fall, or if they had survived anything in the past month at all, but if they did,
maybe they would be able to spread their tormented way of life somewhere else, far
away.
It took about half an hour in the balloon for Charles’s vision to change colors. He
felt the stinging, tender spots on his face with his fingers. The world looked like an
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episode of the Pink Panther, with a monochrome background and only a few choice
objects shaded otherwise: Purple.
Charles had what felt like a lot of time to think about a lot of things. The hot air
balloon is a complicated contraption.
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CHAPTER 7
A STORY FOR THE PLAYGROUND

What do you do when a first-grade teacher accuses your daughter of autism, as if
that were a public offense waiting to be called out?
When it happened to me, I simply said Hmmm, and rode those consonants well
into the furrow of my brow, somewhere between acknowledging the urgency with which
the teacher invited me to speak with her about this matter of import on a Friday afternoon
(in person would be better, she’d said on the phone earlier in the week) while also
attempting to hide my initial reaction to laugh in her face.
“And what brings you to this conclusion, that my daughter is autistic?” I asked.
“Well, keep in mind, I’m no medical professional or anything, so this is hardly a
conclusion. It’s simply concern at this point.”
“Concern.”
“Yes, concern. I think she might need some help.”
Hmmmm. I tapped my finger against my temple and looked around the room. It
was bright and colorful. Shapes, slogans. So much to look at I could barely focus on
anything. A poster of Garfield the Cat with a bunch of books tied to his body: I learn by
osmosis. Not just a dumb joke, but a bad example. I scanned the room back to the
teacher, whose hands had started fidgeting while my eyes were away. “So, what in
particular do you find concerning about Abby’s behavior?”
“Well, Mr. Peterson, it’s not like she’s being disruptive or hurting anyone—we do
detention for that. But Abby . . . well, to be honest, she reads a lot.”
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“Glad to hear it.”
“Right?” The teacher’s eyes beamed for an instant before finding their former
gravity. “I mean, normally, that’s great, but what I mean to say is that she reads a lot
during recess and lunch. You know, times to play, times to socialize with the other kids.
Instead Abby’ll just sit up there on the playground near the top of the slide with a book,
paying no mind to anyone or anything except what’s in front of her eyes. It’s not normal.
I’ve tried talking to her from both the top and bottom of the slide—I even climbed up
through the chute to surprise her once!—and I’m lucky if I’m able to get any
acknowledgement that she hears anything at all.”
The conversation turned from there to what I could do to help, which turned out to
be what I needed to do, or else. Now, two things are true: Abby meets with a therapist
named Beth once a week, and I’m writing Abby a book to read on the playground. It’s a
book full of monsters.

*

I don’t know much about what goes on in those therapy sessions with Beth, other
than what Abby’s mom will tell me: not much, usually by email. Her name’s Haley. I
take Abby to therapy with Beth on Wednesdays, then Haley picks her up. Then I see
Abby the following Friday when I pick her up from school. I no longer try to make sense
of why we’re not all living together.

*
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The first story I tried to write didn’t go so well. The monster (something of a
swamp creature) couldn’t talk and was hardly mobile, so the main characters simply ran
back to town.
Abby’s a clever girl. She asks a lot of questions, not all of which I can answer.
Rather than admit these gaps in my knowledge, I now wear a small radio around the
house on weekends—tuned to sports talk shows, mostly. It’s much easier to choose what
I want to engage with, or not, when I’m passively occupied at all times. I don’t know
what I’m going to do when she gets too clever for her own good. Asks too many
questions when she does talk and just thinks in quiet when she doesn’t. If it’s reading she
does, I’ll have to get into her head through her books. That’s why I knew: that swamp
monster wouldn’t do. If it didn’t scare me enough to write characters that didn’t run
away, there’s no way it could scare her. This might be tougher than I thought.
*
While Abby stayed over this past weekend, I decided to do a bit of field research.
Having a full weekend with Abby and four different ways of streaming movies in the
living room means, with the right observations and notes, that I could compile a
composite of a monster the likes of which no Hollywood studio nor scrap-budget
handheld job could splice together, all for Abby’s book.
She seemed genuinely pleased at the suggestion of a monster marathon on an
early September Saturday afternoon—she brought a notebook and a bag of carrots to the
couch.
“I thought we’d start way back with Nosferatu, one of best vampires ever made.
What’s that all about?” I asked, pointing to the notebook.
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“Just in case I get any costume ideas,” Abby said.
“And the carrots?”
“Why, you want one?”
“Nah.” To be honest, I don’t care much for vegetables, mainly because (I’ll say
this easily now, but it took many years to discover it myself) my grandmother, who
practically raised me, was a strict diabetic years before anyone fully understood what or
why diabetes was. Plain vegetables every night to the point I can’t stand to look at them
anymore. The woman was in complete control of her surroundings; everything that
passed through that house matched her vision. I suppose that’s all I wanted here, with this
house on the hill, too, but Haley wrecked that dream before it could begin by tearing our
family apart. I no longer have physical control over my surroundings—still haven’t even
fixed the damn hole that opened up in the kitchen ceiling—but psychological control
operates very differently.
“You know dad, carrots give you night vision,” Abby said after I’d zoned out for
a minute. Then I took a carrot.
“We’re going to need night vision where we’re going,” I said, clicking Play.

*

Behind the low brick wall that surrounds the back yard, the hill slopes down and
away into the forest. I dump scraps of food behind the wall to attract all kinds of animals:
foxes, opossums, raccoons, deer, bears, armadillos. My neighbor says she’s glad I’ve
taken to composting. I had to look that one up. I don’t do this for the soil or the earth; I
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only do it to stand out in the dark of night and count pairs of iridescent eyes as they
notice me, one by one, looking up from the rot at my shadowy figure standing taller than
any of them at the edge of the lawn. That’s power: to summon a regular audience with
nothing but the wastes from a life, then scatter the whole company with a scream that
rings into the night. To be able to bring and extinguish the dim lights of their eyes.
I stood out in the dark and thought about our monster marathon. Nothing seemed
to phase Abby. She laughed at the most gruesome parts, and anything with CGI seemed
to put her to sleep, as if the images didn’t register in the first place. I can make no clear
connection between the movies we watched and the scribblings in her notebook. Abby’s
monster will have to be one of a completely different sort, disregarding the tropes and
development of a whole historical community of psychological terrorists.
I even asked Abby, “If none of those creatures scared you, what are you afraid
of?” I admire her courage, even though I’d like to break it.
She kicked her feet off the couch back and forth a bit and kept moving her pen
across the notebook page, humming to herself, I think, before looking up to ask, “Can I
say something that didn’t happen to me? It’s scary.”
“Of course, of course you can, Abby.”
“Well, last week in after-school care, we went to Big Fun.”
“Big Fun? Really? That’s still around?” Weird place. I used to take a gym bag to
the center of their indoor maze and change into a golden Minotaur. It was normal to hear
kids’ screams coming from the maze whether I was in there or not.
“Of course Big Fun’s still there! Where else would it go? You know the big rope
obstacle course?” Abby asked.
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“I do. It goes about three stories high, right?”
“It does,” Abby said, “and Ramsey Alexander was trying to climb down from the
top when his foot got stuck in the ropes. It pulled off his shoes and his pants, and he fell
down the rest of the rope tower naked, except for a shirt, but then he had to climb all the
way back to the top to get his pants! That’s scary.”
“That is scary,” or something like it, I had to admit. But what else could I take
from that description? That creatures only feed an active, playful imagination, but
exposure and vulnerability to peers provides true horror? I’ll need to test some ideas first,
but I may have a few new leads for the monster of my book.
I pondered these developments until some animals had returned to eat in the dark,
comfortable again with my presence. I shined a Mini Maglite at the grass as I walked
back around the house, counting the spider eyes glowing back.

*

After the divorce, Haley moved to a small town house only ten minutes or so
down the highway, presumably so Abby could stay in the same school district despite the
custody arrangement. (Which, through no fault of my trying to spin it otherwise, doesn’t
favor me well.)
I can break into her town house in about two minutes. In full daylight, no less. It’s
easy: I can walk onto the back patio from the street. It’s just a slab of concrete in the
grass, surrounded on two sides by waist-high cinder blocks full of dirt for planting. Atop
the cinderblocks sits a wooden fence, maybe four-feet high, so climbing on top of that
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makes me tall enough to reach the northeastern corner of the roof. Nobody pays any
attention in communities like this as long as you look like you know what you’re doing,
and I do. I can walk into any window on the second floor—they don’t keep those
locked—and Abby’s is the closest to that lucky corner.
So here’s what I did after I called in sick to work: Broke into Abby’s room and
grabbed a handful of blue stones from a collection she keeps in her middle dresser
drawer. I made a trail too sparse for a normal eye, but too intriguing for an observant girl
like Abby. Not to mention, she’ll know exactly where those stones came from. So I put
one in the middle of her floor. I put another near the top of the stairs, on the first step
down. Another at the front door, just beyond the bottom of the staircase. She’ll find the
next one outside, just to the right of the path to the street. The next is in the grass, just a
bit further on. The last piece of the trail is in front of the crawl-space door, which I’ve
opened and laid in for quite some time before. (The space sits, conveniently, below
Haley’s bedroom: great for monitoring phone calls and other things.)
The rest of the blue stones I poured in a pile in the center of the crawl space. I’ll
be back tomorrow.

*

Today I opened the crawlspace to find that Abby, or someone, arranged the stones
to say HELLO. It’s my weekend with Abby, coming up.

*
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I’m recording this on a voice memo for later, but I seem to be stuck in the wall
behind Abby’s bed. I opened the hole in the kitchen ceiling wide enough to crawl into it,
then scuttled through the space under the floor above me, limbs splayed out on the beams
like a . . . like a creature. Just. Here I am now, slid, head first, down the wall, out of
breath. Little dizzy. My phone fell out of my pocket, within reach, so I have some light.
Something to talk to. She’ll have something to talk to.

*

The night I got out of the wall, I slept for about 18 hours straight. Still, I got the
recording device in place. I plan to spend tonight under her bed. See what she talks about
when nobody’s around.

*

“Dad? Dad. DAD.”
“H--- Hmm? What is it?”
“What are you doing?”
I am under her bed. I fell asleep under her bed. When I turn my head, I see the
silhouette of her face upside down, backlit, peeling back the bed skirt. “What. What do
you mean, what am I doing?” But I have a good guess. The dream is still mixing oddly
with reality, so I ask, “Was I making a spooky sound?”
“YES,” she hissed.
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“Something like . . . ‘oooOOOOoooOOOOooaoahaAAAHAAAAAA’?”
“Yes! Why did you do that?! And why are you under my bed?!”
It probably wasn’t the best response, as a father, to start laughing in this moment,
but as someone who absolutely despises Abby’s mother and all she’s done over the years
to ruin what our family could have been together, it was the perfect reaction.
The monster for Abby’s book came to me in a dream under her bed: I was running
out the front door of Haley’s town house and took a single leap into the night. Only, I
didn’t stop, I started to fly, but the higher I went, the louder I had to scream to maintain
my trajectory. It’s a fine feeling to fly—kind of like shitting forever. But then, coasting
along through the night along the roofs, a shadowy and horrible man-thing (I hesitate to
say “wolfman,” due to how unconvincing those movies were) leapt to the top of a
telephone pole with impossible speed and agility. So, necessarily, I screamed louder and
louder, until I was screaming in my waking life, too.
I don’t know what to call it yet, but that’s the monster I want for Abby’s book, to
plant in her imagination. Something that will never cease to pursue her despite her
abilities, something that barely has form enough to recognize, because it is everywhere
all the time. I can no longer control my physical environment to the degree my
grandmother did, but I will get myself into their heads. And when I die? That’s when
Abby will get her book: Records of everything I knew about her and her mother as she
grew up, technology growing smaller, cheaper, more pervasive every day.
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CHAPTER 8
THE BRIEF ADVENTURES OF SUPER LUIS

Vera rolled up in a green minivan the way a jellybean rolls across a table. Her two
kids were playing in the front yard with a stiff, dead squirrel, slapping each other across
the face with it back and forth, taking turns. Vera jumped out very pregnant, the van still
rolling, and goose-stepped across the yard, heavy with child, yelling, “Git on, git!” The
children got, but so did the squirrel, dead in their hands, back into the house.
Later, after labor, Vera looked at the baby and said, “Super. Just super,” and that
was how Super Luis was born into the world of woodland Georgia.

*

Super Luis is drawing with his fists full of crayons when the teacher approaches
from behind and asks what it is. “Moose,” he says, and she nods, staring at what looks
something like a dryer full of spaghetti with candy-cane umbrella antlers.
“You’ll be the next Picasso,” the teacher says, patting him on the head.
“Okay,” he says, thinking of peanut butter.
Vera frames and hangs his drawings in a hallway next to pictures of his two
brothers, Lane and Lowell, and another man Super Luis has never met.

*
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Super Luis can read. Every day he flies through his favorite story, the one about
Little Black Sambo. Little Black Sambo strolls proudly through the jungle, wearing his
finest clothes. If only he had a lovely little pair of purple shoes like Little Black Sambo,
the ones with the crimson soles and the crimson linings, thinks Super Luis, he could
outrun all the jungle tigers in the world. And then wouldn’t life be grand?

*

“I reckon this Grand Canyon’s the biggest hole I ever care to see,” says Lowell,
afraid of heights. Lane and Super Luis, wearing a beautiful little blue cape, tease Lowell,
who hugs close to the canyon wall. Vera takes a picture and later hangs it next to the
other family vacations in the hallway.

*

Super Luis and his prom date paw each other like tigers in the back of his car. His
beautiful little blue cape gives him clumsy super powers.

*
Over the course of a few days, his fiancée boxes her things, spits in his face, rips
his cape, and leaves, growling. Capeless Luis moves back in with Vera, who is
rearranging the hallway to make new room in the family’s history. Luis also finds Little
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Black Sambo in a corner of the house, naked and crying; the jungle tigers have stolen all
his fine clothes, the story goes.

*

Luis watches Vera lying silent and still in the living room’s blue recliner. Her
body stares at the television while Little Caesar jumps around the screen, selling pizza.
Luis hangs Vera in the hallway, then drags the recliner out to the street.
Pizza Pizza. Crazy Crazy.

*

Business is slow during the spring because Luis can only sell Georgia pinestraw
out of the backyard during the fall. He sits on the floor, eats pancakes, and watches
Saturday night bluegrass public access play “Momma’s Little Baby Loves Shortnin’
Bread.” Lane and Lowell stop by, but only to tease him and leave. Luis is afraid of these
heights, so he starts spending more time outside in the fresh Georgian Jungle air.

*

Crazy Crazy, thinks Luis as he stands naked in the backyard, super tripping on
mescaline and watching what started as a little turkey in the pinestraw grow into a fire
that eats the house. Inside, the jealous jungle tigers, each wearing a piece of Little Black
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Sambo’s finest clothes and scraps of the little blue cape, chase each other in circles
through the hallway where Super Luis is hung like Picasso. The crayons melt together
and the tigers won’t let go of each other, running mad and biting their tails in circles
through the hallway. Glass breaks and Vera falls to the floor, and the tigers run fire in
faster and faster circles until they and the colors and the family melt into nothing more
than a big pool of golden butter, and Luis runs behind them hot through the hallway
collecting all the fine clothes and, lapping the melted butter up from the floor with his
tongue, thinks, if only he had a brass pot big enough to collect all the golden liquid, how
grand it would be to make and eat a hundred and sixty-nine little Picasso tiger pancakes,
yellow and brown faces, one end twisting into another into the next through the melting
circular hallway of broken pictures. But then, the house spat ash at Luis, sighed deeply
and growled, “Little Black Sambo, I’m going to eat you up!” and fell, because it was just
so hungry.
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CHAPTER 9
NIGHT CREATURES

The next time you see a harvest moon flitting through the tops of the trees lining
Evergreen Highway on the northern bank of the Columbia River, where the ghosts of
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark nightly discover the Historic Marker signs of their
plodding trip west some two hundred years ago, consider the following choices: 1.) You
could gaze in wonder at the prodigious fury before you, and in so doing forfeit your life
to the unlikely but very real possibility of catching the hard shoulder of the highway and
flipping your SUV, or 2.) You could pull over at the nearest clearing in the trees, put
your head between your legs, and, gazing upside down, see a normal moon, where it once
was huge and portentous, peering beneath a senseless foreground. Invert the familiar and
be surprised at just how convincingly your brain can play a trick on your better judgment.
Or, simply take a picture, which can be done without crashing or even stopping a car at
all. With handheld digital processors for brains, we, too, would be immune to the finer
illusions of perception. Either choice you make, the harvest moon signals that the time
for nocturnal reaping is here.

*

Harold creeps through the moon glow of the riverside estate and enters the guest
room, where he flattens himself on the hardwood floor and scoots backwards under his
childhood bed. What he knows in the dark to be a neon blue comforter pours shadows of
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seahorses across his face. He lingers a moment, moving back and forth across the floor,
generating a feeling of being adrift in the currents at the bottom of the sea, then slips fully
under to wait. This is a trial period in Harold’s marriage.
Dust bunnies sitting on his shoulders, he begins the bottle game. His message is
more secret, more silent than any other bottle’s under the bed. They all lie there stacked
and still, waiting to be found but equally content to meet the end of everything.
Discovery will come one way or the other.
Good, patient bottles lose track of time, so Harold walks his mind through the
four branches of the Downtown Aquarium franchise, an unlikely but critical element in
the Smelton’s Seafood empire. Other elements include the popular Smelton’s and Fish
Tails restaurant chains, Glass Bottom Drinks, five Tower of the Americas rotating
restaurants and observation decks, and the flagship 4-D Tyrannosaurus Rexperience
Theater on Fisherman’s Wharf. Harold’s father, Willie Smelton, was once called the
“darling” of Wall Street, among other names: facts that don’t go ignored on Smelton’s
website, alongside other facts.
Willie Smelton is dead. This is Harold’s first time to pilot the enterprise.
A train rumbles along between the house and the river as Harold strolls through a
curtain of bubbles to the aquarium lobby. The train might carry coal or lumber, or it
might carry military equipment Harold lacks the vocabulary to describe. More and more
night trains carry the latter sort – big things attached to bigger things, the sum of which is
surely impressive.
The aquarium bubbles might contain pure oxygen, or plain old lobby air, which is
more complicated in composition but simple to circulate. Rock fish, wolf eels, African
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cichlids, spider crabs, a tiger greet Harold as he wanders through the aquarium. He likes
to think he can detect their excitement upon seeing him, but they are used to being
watched and insist in maintaining the cool nonchalance of captive animals. Harold
watches them closely, thinking they might, at any moment, do something neat; they
watch him, thinking he will not.
The blue fin tuna of Shipwreck Exhibit are particularly despondent. They amass
by the dozens in the bottom corner of the tank to do very little, to the human eye, for
days. Sometimes they form a support group to overcome the confines of their tank’s
living parameters, or, in Denver, the exhaustion of elevation. Other days find the tuna
preserving their oral histories to the younger generation of their kind, or to any species
with the patience for tuna time and at least an introductory background in their idiomatic
glub glubbing. As even the most impatient bat ray can piece together by its hundredth
circle of the tank, the bulk of Tunan history is founded upon a strong conviction in the
one who long ago ventured upwards and out, only to return much, much later with
useless fins but a big sharp stick, with which he still farms the sea of the unrighteous who
didn’t dare follow. One can hear in the shallows, itself a forgotten place in time and
memory to the younger inhabitants of Shipwreck Exhibit, the flying fish proselytizing
down into the waters. Only lobsters know the true secrets of the deep, claim the lobsters,
so now the lobsters live on the other side of a special glass partition, from which they
flash claws and mumble foreign insults at the rest of the inhabitants of the tank, tank,
tank, tank.
The guest room light switches on, Harold’s eyes flare open, and Elizabeth tanks
over to the bed, kicking off her heels. The springs sag close to Harold’s face. This is the
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most difficult moment of the bottle game, and every breath is a pristine work of
concentration and utmost secrecy. His head throbs against the floor with the internal
noise of a controlled burning.
Daring and precise, Harold’s tongue slips out of his mouth, through time, to lick
her metals before he knew her. She fumbles her phone out of her purse, fully electric,
and completes circuits to another place in the present.
The floor starts shaking. Harold thinks, for a moment, he is losing control of
himself, broiling under oven coils, but he soon recognizes the clamor of an approaching
train.
Hey, honey, does Elizabeth say? The whole house is shaking with train, Harold’s
mind swimming clear through the roof. Hey, Staney? Darling? Lover? Hey Gladney?
Her voice dribbles into the phone with sweetness and longing, in any case, and with rail
ties.
I just got home and can’t stop thinking of you, perhaps she says.
Please come meet me in bed, my husband’s asleep, perhaps she says.
I think my husband is gay but doesn’t know it yet, so please, for the love of love
itself, let me see you again soon, perhaps she says.
Yes, Harold hears her shout as the engines pass by, and she repeats it several
times before curling her back in a fit of squeaking springs. That Staney darling, lover
Gladney, or whatever he’s called is certainly impressive, but as the train wails into the
distance at what should have been the happy culmination of her infidelity, Harold realizes
with fiery disappointment that she’s been playing the bottle game more silently than he
all along and is fast asleep.
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*

A bald eagle has not taken up residence on Government Island, the ecological
preserve that splits the Columbia River in half. Harold knows this because he has never
seen the eagle, despite his efforts to catch it on camera for what would amount to
conclusive evidence in the land dispute he has brought against his neighbor, Eric the Red.
If Eric the Red were to build his guest house down by the train track, Harold’s view of
the river to the east would be obscured by as much as twenty-three percent, depending on
the window. Unacceptable diminishing returns when so much of piloting the enterprise
depends on preserving the original view of the thing.
A camera waits on a tripod while Harold takes a conference call and waters the
rose garden out front, no hands anywhere. The enterprise mostly pilots itself, so the work
ethic Harold worked hard to develop mostly pushes money from one sector to another,
including his own. A child could do this, but Harold prefers not to talk about that.
Instead, he furnishes the home with many things that glow and hum in the night, so he
continues to work hard to push money into the things he may very likely never have the
time nor desire to use. He considers, for a moment, a boat, then a bigger boat.
“Harold, the eagle! The eagle! Come see the eagle!” Elizabeth shouts from the
doorway during his evening conference in the rose garden. It’s usually about an hour
before sunset, and she sometimes drops the pans of a dinner in progress to run out and
flap at him. It’s both endearing and loathsome, but it once was love. Harold fakes a
faulty Bluetooth, snatches the camera, and darts inside.
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Elizabeth sees the eagle almost every day. Harold encourages this behavior the
same as he has encouraged other behaviors since her inner monologue split from “I” to
“We.” Usually it’s only a simple gull, or maybe an osprey or a red-tailed hawk, or
nothing at all, never the country pride. Harold takes a picture where she points anyway,
and will later blow up and examine the picture for evidence. The doctor tells Harold to
have patience. Being particular about what is and what isn’t won’t help either of you, he
says. Harold trains himself not to be particular, but he can’t help but bear some amount
of contempt for possessions that fail to operate properly outside of warranty.
During the trial period, Elizabeth stays in the guest room. They see each other at
meal time, as well as every other Friday night, when they watch a movie on the big
screen in the basement. They prepare mugs of ice cream after dinner and settle, with
effort, into the cushions of the couch: the same model couch as those of the flagship
Tyrannosaurus Rexperience on Fisherman’s Wharf.
Finally situated, Harold groans a little, realizing the additional effort required to
maneuver his body back off the couch and over to the collection of instruction manuals,
where he could learn how to turn on the super-sensory part of the 4-D experience, and,
weighing the potential exchange of effort for additional pleasure, he begins the tedious
motions to do so, floundering in the grip of the couch for the remainder of Elizabeth’s
mug of ice cream.
Many minutes later than what he might have concluded worth the effort many
minutes before, the couch rumbles into action to the quick edits of the cable box’s main
screen, and Harold plops back into the cushions in a clumsy but effective free fall. The
couch mistakes the sound effects of the cable menu for small prehistoric mammals, and
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begins to lash their legs with what feel, admittedly, very much like small prehistoric
mammals in the dark. Satisfied and eager, Harold fondles the five-way remote for the
Go! Cinema button. He and Elizabeth don’t touch, but share the certain closeness of
history. They have immediate access to thousands of story arcs, but not the time to live
through them all. Harold reads the list of two-sentence synopses out loud, expecting
Elizabeth to chime in when one grabs her interest. Most involve a perfectly ordinary and
reasonable situation, until something extraordinary compels the story to Drama, Comedy,
Action, or Horror.
An hour passes and Elizabeth is asleep. Harold has seen all of the movies without
needing to watch anything. He turns the basement off, and the basement blinks back that
it will be waiting, ready and able in two Fridays, or anytime in between.

*

“How would I ever identify your bones in a mass grave?” Harold’s sister asks
through the phone.
“What,” Harold starts, his hand on a can of stewed tomatoes in the pantry, then
the plain diced ones, but maybe the stewed. He crosses over to the kitchen island to
double check the recipe. Plain. Diced. “Sorry, what was that?”
The connection is delayed a few seconds, Laura calling from what might be an
imaginary place, and the siblings keep crashing into each other’s starts, falling into the
same pauses, rubbing up against simultaneous urges for the other to continue. Eventually
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one or the other stops talking altogether until the other takes command of the next spurt
of conversation. This time it’s Laura.
“Your bones, your bones, I’m talking about your bones. How would I identify
your bones? Is one leg shorter than the other? Do you have any spurs that you know of?
Have you ever broken or fractured anything? Your body never completely heals itself,
and if you know how to read bones you can find evidence of accidents decades old.
What about your teeth? Your teeth are actually the most unique thing about you. I mean,
in the larger sense of time, you know, after your fingerprints and your irises and your
brain and your personality have long rotted away, your teeth are what will tell your story,
or at least point whoever might be digging in the dirt for your teeth towards anything
material you might have left behind. What about your weight and height?”
Harold waits for the silence to steep, signaling his turn to drive the conversation.
As he waits, he moves to sit in a window – this is now a difficult conversation – and
peers out at the train track, the river, Oregon over there, Washington over here.
In another room of the house, another phone is buzzing. Tower of the Americas,
San Antonio is closed. Code 256, the fifth jumper of the year. Local media needs a
statement. Protocols to follow. Paperwork to file. A better fence in place. A third
phone is buzzing in a third room.
“I don’t know, Laura, I feel pretty normal when you put it like that. Never broke
any bones. Normal and safe. Relatively healthy.” The cause of his infertility probably
wouldn’t meet the criteria for the post-decomposition identification she was searching
for, so he keeps it to himself. “So I don’t know what to tell you but cut the sentimental
crap. What do you need? Money now, or do you plan to just identify my body and take
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the money later? It would help if you came back to reality from your island life every
once and a while and acted like you deserve any of it. What are you doing wherever you
are that’s so important, anyway?”
For a moment it feels strange to sit in silence after contemptuous questions, and
then, “I don’t live on an island, asshole. Look at a map. Excuse me for wanting to
pretend for a moment that I care about you. I gave a woman what we could find of her
brother in a box today. Less than teeth. Maybe I’ll see you again.”
The heavier silence that follows is no cue. Harold shares a few strong, convincing
words with it.
Paramedics arrive in San Antonio on a fact-finding mission.
A red-tailed hawk swoops out of a nearby birch to prey on a smaller bird.
A seal floats lazily out in the river. They sometimes get lost this far from the
ocean, only this is a submarine, not a seal, and a man in a dark uniform removes what
look like cartoon surprised eyes, but are in fact binoculars pointed in Harold’s direction,
from his face and quickly climbs beneath the water. The water laps at what’s left as the
whole scene slips quietly away from the possibility of having just happened at all.
Harold will never talk to countries of questionable political origin again, at least
in plain view of the river.
Later, perhaps that night, Elizabeth is out again, so Harold creeps from his room
to hers, where he will spend the night under her bed brewing in the madness of real or
imagined transgressions until she slips out the next morning. He pauses in the window to
watch a train plow past, pulling many freight beds of what look like tanks. The war
might be overseas, or the war might be right here.
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When the train ends, Harold is shocked to see a truck following close behind.
Patrick Swayze is driving with the local high school football team packed in the back, all
armed and ready for the long haul to defend the Rocky Mountains from the Communist
surge east. The West is already lost, man, come on, they shout from the tracks. Harold
almost runs outside, pleased they’d call on him specifically and feeling more than ready
to fight for the country, for the enterprise. Brambles separate the yard from the tracks,
but not even rabbits could put on such a show of agility as he runs straight through them,
unscathed.
Harold remembers this movie as he opens the door to run outside, then remembers
how the second Internet rumor that Patrick Swayze had died of pancreatic cancer was
true. He closes the door and walks to Elizabeth’s room, the guest room, where he crawls
under his childhood bed. Several quiet bottles of water are waiting, still.
A bald eagle flies through the dark to its nest on top of the house. A trout bleeds
in its claws, but anyone watching would mistake the blood for moonshine.
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CHAPTER 10
HOLY SOUP

The room drifted back and forth, colors mixing together in a groggy mess. I never
really liked swimming, especially with my eyes open, and the mere thought made me
nauseous this early in the morning.
Never mind: afternoon.
I rubbed my eyes to help focus on my breakfast selection from the cupboard. My
hand moved to the red box, which naturally stood out in the company of browns, yellows,
and snack crackers. Lucky Charms. I sat down at the kitchen table, gave thanks to myself
for this beautiful mental holiday, and prepared to take full advantage of a mid-day
breakfast absent from the anxieties of high school. Structure dissolved, for better or
worse, with my parents vacationing for a week in Europe.
I opened the box—a fine cloud of marshmallowy dust coughed out as if to say
fresh— and poured myself a suggested serving or three. The box unleashed its wrath of
hearts, stars, and horseshoes upon the dusty inhabitants of the bowl, who had been living
peacefully and undisturbed in the depths of the pantry long before they had even heard of
marshmallows and their imposing sweetened puffs of wheat. Before long, the box birthed
a small toy in clear wrapping upon the top of the ceremonial cereal mound. Probably a
plastic trinket of some sort, or a comic strip preaching the virtues of heterosexuality. I
picked up the container, the packaging trying to convince me of its contents’ importance
with flashy designs and exaggerated enthusiasm.
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“SUPER-SIZED SURPRISE!” it screamed from one of those cute jagged-edged,
attention-grabbing bubbles. This one was green with stars around the outside, outlined in
rainbow. Real special. It continued the sales pitch: “Insta-grow DAD inside! Just add
water and a little love!”
This is ridiculous, I thought. Not only are parents tossed out to children like rusty
toy trucks, but I don’t even have to send in a decade’s worth of UPC labels or anything?
Here’s my ‘dad,’ sitting in a purple capsule on top of my breakfast, probably reading a
book and smoking a pipe in a musty bath robe. I bent over and peered inside, transfixed
by the swirling syrup and the supposed power contained within. What ingredients
coalesce into a spoonful of soup of infinite potential? How could such a fragile existence
be freeze-dried and dissolved into a liquid form, stagnantly wasting away until dragged
back to reality? More importantly, who is so presumptuous to consider it a personal
responsibility to introduce a father-figure into my life (while I eat my breakfast, no less),
all the while assuming I didn’t already have one hanging around in the first place?
It’s probably just Dimetapp someone started calling Father, I thought. I threw it in
the toilet. I had important afternoon business to attend to that simply could not be
interrupted by the trifles of new dads. So, I fell asleep on the couch in the middle of
flipping back and forth between advertisements. The shows aren’t worth watching
anyway.

*

“I’m siiiiiiiingin’ in the rain! I’m singing! IN THE RAIN!”
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A busy ceiling fan skulked into my vision, ultimately chopping up the
unsuspecting dancing song-frog from my dream, scattering its bloody remains all across
my mother’s new furniture from North Carolina. The song continued, it seemed, from the
bathroom. There were no frogs involved at all. This would not be the first time a random
drifter used our shower, so I grabbed the first threatening object I could find—a pink
ceramic cat—and crept upstairs. The bathroom door was closed, and tacked to the outside
was a note wrinkled by the steam pouring from the crack underneath:

Hi family! I sure do love you guys! XOXOXO!

Below was taped a law degree.
I opened the door to find a brand new dad in a soggy business suit, an ecstatic
smile breaking through his sud-soaked face, taking a shower with briefcase in hand. He
waved ferociously and tossed me a baseball from his pocket.
“Hey there, son! I’m really busy at the moment but meet me out back in ten and
we’ll toss the old ball around! How’s school and the pets and your sister and that girl you
like and what’s hip with the kids these days and what do you want for dinner and have
you talked to your grandparents lately and how about the car… wait! How old are you
anyway? --Oooooooh wow! It’s so great to finally see you!” His glasses had fogged up,
leaving only a glossy smile staring back at me.
“. . . yeah. You . . . too. New Dad . . . Guy.” I shut the door and stared at the floor
a moment before walking downstairs to make myself a sandwich.
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Before long he sprinted through the kitchen in a sloppy mess, grabbed a loaf of
bread and yelled back, “You . . . ‘eat’ this stuff, right? Well okay I’ll be back for dinner
bye honeys!”
I wasn’t hungry anymore.
I heard my new dad guy walk out the door and start a one-sided conversation with
our neighbor. Or maybe he was addressing the world. I had no idea where he worked or
what business he had leaving the house in the first place, but I decided it was probably in
my best interest to let him roam a while. It was entertaining, at least.
I walked outside to check the mail. It was a pretty nice day overall, but flat and
irritating in a way nice things can be.
Two sheets of paper sat on top of the mail pile, one pink and one white. They
read, “VERY AFFECTIONATE FEELINGS AND MEANINGFUL LOVE FOR SON”
and “VERY IMPORTANT IMPORTANCE . . . for the man of the house,” respectively.
When I turned around, I learned that New Dad Guy works out of the home. Under the
front porch, to be exact, sitting at a cardboard box with a cupful of pens. Just then he
gathered a fresh stack of papers and ran out into the sun to meet me at the mailbox.
“Hey heeey! Son! I didn’t expect any visitors today! You really should have
scheduled an appointment before you came by but that’s okay! I’m actually pretty backed
up so I have to go now but do have a fantastic day and OH—would you mind mowing
the backyard at some point . . . dude? Can I call you dude? Okay!” He slapped my back
as he stuffed “correspondence to officials, officially” into the mailbox and shuffled back
under the porch.
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As evening approached, I heard some disturbing noises outside. I looked out the
window to find my new dad guy trimming a couple fresh rose bushes that were definitely
not lined up along the sidewalk two hours beforehand. A basketball hoop had been
erected in my honor at the end of the driveway. New Dad Guy attempted high-fives to
anyone who passed in the neighborhood, then rallied with an “…all right! So I’ll see you
later then!” when they failed. He caught me looking down at him from the upstairs
window, so he waved back and smiled like a kid who had just learned a new trick.
Eventually he came inside expecting dinner but only received more bread. It’s what we
had.
He sat down at the table. “Oh okay, so we’ll just eat bread for dinner then. Oh
yeah, great news son! Great news! Starting Monday you are officially a member of the
community softball team and a full-time contributor to the local elderly shuttle squad!
And you should probably start thinking about the two service projects that I signed you
up to organize because you definitely don’t want to get behind on those. Pretty cool,
huh?”
New Dad Guy had managed to overstep far more boundaries, in only a matter of
hours, than my actual parents had in way longer.

*

“Oh boy oh boy oh boy oh boy oh BURGERS!!”
The fun continued through the next day, and now the Saturday town fair had
arrived. Of course New Dad Guy was more than ready to show off his painfully red grill.
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It was a prematurely summer day with the kind of humidity that boils the skin and
makes a shower every hour acceptable. Jimmy, my only source of sanity at school,
caught up to me as I walked down the street towards the music.
“Hey, I’ve been meaning to ask you something. What’s with that… guy. At your
house. He’s been acting kind of strange towards pretty much everybody, and the town’s
full of talk about it, as you can probably imagine.”
I didn’t really want to talk about it, but we exchanged our awkward experiences
from the past few days anyway. We arrived at the park, and Jimmy was called over to
relieve someone from her duty at the dunking booth. Before he could run off, I grabbed
his arm and gravely said, “Save me.” I thought I was joking at the time.
I wandered across the scene in a protective cloak of disdain. New Dad Guy was
there dressed in an apron and a tall chef’s hat. He smiled and flipped the burgers and
played with the kids and interjected empty phrases like ‘woah ho there’ and ‘oh you got
me,’ seasoned with the appropriate hand gestures. Magicians performed on a stage across
the lawn, people dressed as animals handed out balloons, and everyone had a great time. I
sat down under a tree on the edge of the park and absorbed it all from relative safety.
My neighbor approached (I stared at the ground for a long time as she began
walking from across the park, trying to avoid eye contact so it would seem more
surprising when she finally reached me with something to say rather than over-hyping
our eventual encounter with a long series of acknowledgements) and stood at my feet a
moment.
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“Hey there, neighbor. I seem to have forgotten my ice pick, and there lies an
awfully difficult block of ice over yonder. Mind making yourself useful and running
home right quick? Here’s the keys—check the drawer to the right of the oven.”
It was something to do, anyway. “Sure.”
I took my time. I found the ice pick, no trouble, and began leisurely walking back
down the street, pondering the benefits and shortcomings of the present tense.
I hadn’t really thought of it before, as is usually the case, but sure: I would do it.
More than gladly. It wouldn’t even require a few drinks.
I crossed through the park, but avoided my neighbor and the melting ice. New
Dad Guy still stood at his grill. The ice pick danced in my hand—neither of us considered
the option of abstinence at this point.
“Hey hey, son! Come on, sing with me! ‘Burgers are great, burgers are beautiful,
BURGERS ARE THE MEAT THAT BINDS US ALCKK--The ice pick slid in surgically, barely leaving a mark. Blood catsupped the
burgers.
He fell backwards into a blue, inflatable kiddie pool, scattering toys and water
across the grass. Somewhere a magician pulled a trick, kids danced around a sprinkler,
and an overgrown man in a pink bunny suit ran over to the aid of the fallen. As the rabbit
draped my new dad over his shoulder and carried him past a polka dance, I looked upon
the horrible mess I had created and realized what I would do tomorrow:
Rest.
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CHAPTER 11
SIFTING THROUGH THE HONEY AND SOUND OF SOMETHING
FORGOTTEN

Part I: In Piles

A Pile of Spinsters

Aunt Carlene sits in her locked closet of knick-knacks and counts things that no
longer exist, while her relatives, a couple generations later, pick through an old box of
photographs and sort her on the table.
“These are the people that we know have names and we’ve figured them out –
they go in that pile.”
“She looks like a strong-willed young lady, like back in the 20’s. Or 30’s,
maybe.”
“And I think this is Aunt Carlene because I remember going to her house and
standing against that rail, singing some song or another about armadillos with my brother,
but I can’t remember the words. She ended up being a spinster.”
“A what?”
“A spinster. You know, lonely and shit.”
Aunt Carlene’s ears are burning from being talked about. The honeybees in the
walls are restless, adding strange and unfamiliar notes to the tones that have already
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lingered in her head for years. Aunt Carlene picks up a handful of broken seashells from
Georgia.
“We’re looking for names. Or any sort of identifying marks, is what we’re
looking for.”
“I’ve never seen a nose like that on a woman.”
“Good, and very unique. She could fit in with the unique pile.”
“This one has no name, but those overalls look like a Robert.”
“He looks rather plain to me. Put him in the plain pile, or maybe diabetes.”

*

Hazel’s Handbook of Paranormal Instructions
(on Levitating the Table)

The pursuit of memories concerning Ouija boards, floating tables, or ghosts in the
attic is largely discouraged, and they are under no circumstances things to be believed in,
even though Sheila, among others, will say she was there when the ghost visited. The
ghost never did anything to harm us, she’ll say – just jingled the hippy beads hanging
from the attic’s crawlspace entrance, turned on an electric guitar, strummed it, turned it
off, and left.
Sheila was there, she’ll swear.
But this is about levitating the table, preferably after dinner, and only assuming
that all proper measures were taken to ensure as hospitable and fulfilling a meal as
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possible, given the suddenness of your company’s arrival. With the table cleared and the
leftovers suitably stowed away in various refrigerator compartments, place all palms at
the table flat on the surface, making spades or diamonds with your index fingers and
thumbs. Heavy concentration is needed from all attempting to float the table, but no
amount of concentration will be enough if Aunt Carlene isn’t in town for a visit. Given
her recent age and senility, however, these visits have become thoroughly unmemorable
and impractical.
Once properly floating, feel free to ask the table questions. It will answer by
tapping its leg against the floor. For example:
“Table, are you powered by spirits?”

Tap.

“Table, will I give birth to defective children?”

Tap.

“Table, has one of us already died?”

Tap.

*

Love Letters for Spinsters

A spring-wound German shepherd in a top hat, a rusted rifle, three porcelain dolls
with four eyes to share, a wreath of cobwebs, a guitar with no strings, a very small suit of
armor for a very small person. Aunt Carlene twitches a little in her locked closet of
knick-knacks and takes a letter out of an empty canister of oatmeal: I’ll see you [an
illegible stain] if the creek don’t rise. She could smell them, the honeybees, though she
never saw them, or him, for that matter. The creek rose.
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“Oh, Hell got him. Look here, it’s a man in a white suit, man in a black suit, this
big black cloud comes and sucks him up, and then here’s him getting sucked up by that
white cloud. Is this a picture of good versus evil or what?”
“That might go in the stack of cool pictures – we’ll just make up their names
later.”
“You’re right, this is a cool picture. Isn’t this a cool picture?” Someone at the
table laughs the way a kid might laugh at kicking an ant bed.
“Who is this Sally? Sally? Does anyone know a Sally?”
“That pile.”
Aunt Carlene writes short tales about crossing creeks and calming storms, but not
very well. The honeybee buzzings make her swat herself in the head and lose her
thoughts faster than normal, so her writing makes no regular sense to the casual reader, of
which there are none, casual or otherwise. She’s taken to labeling practical items in the
house with ink and paper: stool, windowsill, candlestick, furnace, cleaver, bodice. The
labels in her locked closet of knick-knacks, however, make little to no sense.

*

Hazel’s Handbook of Paranormal Instructions
(on Levitating the People)

Although people naturally float from one place to another in life with little
concern or recollection, one can make a person float even better by sitting this person in a
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chair. Proceed to press with all your weight upon the person’s head for a period of time.
Upon relieving this pressure, the person will float in the air with the help of four index
fingers, one under each arm and knee. This will require the help of at least two friends or
inanimate bodies.
It has been brought to my attention that this practice is often experienced in
childhood, on playgrounds or in neighborhood streets, and then completely forgotten as
one matures. The reasons and exact methods are no longer with us by adulthood, but I
assure you that more complicated and regrettable forces are at work than the simple faith
of a child’s imagination, as has been suggested on more than one occasion.
While floating in the air, one experiences the distinct sensation of death; a strange
and unnerving blanket of lifelessness in which one moves not where one wants, but only
where others place the body. This, it may seem, can only lead to embarrassing situations,
which is mostly true. Death, after all, is the ultimate failure and embarrassment of life
and should be avoided as much as possible.
Levitating people, then, is also highly discouraged in any God-fearing home,
along with the previously and soon to be mentioned topics of the occult.

*

Spinning Nonsense

That’s all there is to it; Dr. Jubilard and the Cherry Street Fire Brigade; dipped
halfway in sugar grits; a mistake, perhaps; clearly, the ongoing sense that something is
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amiss; just like a good little sapling should; less important; shelf of lost time; found under
rock; spring-wound German shepherd in top hat.
“What do you mean, ‘Oh, that’s Big Poppa sitting on the cotton gin’? Mother,
you can’t just sit there in the corner with all this stuff in you and not say anything!”
“If you just listen carefully, she’ll leak out a little information at a time when you
least expect it.”
“But here we are acting like fools trying to figure out who all these people are,
and she just sits over there smiling to herself with all the answers.”
“Has anyone figured out who this ghost is? She’s holding a baby Grace this time,
or maybe that says Gruff.”
“Oh, put her in the ghost pile, before she has a good chance to look at you.”
Aunt Carlene, still sitting in her closet, labels things deerskin wigwam; peanut
brittle; aural sensations; miniature revelation; Grandma Red’s (shh!); damaged by
termites, but practical.
“He died when I was very young, but I remember tying June bugs up with string
and whirring them around my head at his house.”
“Or catching fireflies in a jar, popping their little butts and spreading the juice on
your face like glow-in-the-dark war paint? Remember chasing me around like that?”
“Okay, so this is my great great grandmother? That means it’s your great great
great grandmother Martin. Great great great… yeah, that’s it, grandmother Martin.”

*
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Hazel’s Handbook of Paranormal Instructions
(on Reanimating the Bodies)

Reanimating the dead can take place in a number of ways, all of which are
vaguely Haitian in origin and involve at least some amount of chicken blood. Someone
in your family has traveled to Haiti and observed this most curious of spectacles, though I
won’t say who for fear of indefinite curses and other abstractions involving ritualistic
dance.
More troubling are the scribblings found on a tree outside the house, where one
poor soul once wrote with no further explanation, “I have to take pills in order not to
become a zombie, and to stay a capitalist. This condition is known as ‘selfish clam
syndrome.’ A symptom is waking up with slurring groans that are also horrendous
exclamations.” Clearly, the words of unspeakable madness descending with a keen and
troubling sense of universal health care and equal opportunity.
Other, less avoidable methods of reanimation involve grave robbery, carnival
tours, puppetry, moral exhibits for the benefit of science, transporting a body across state
lines, tar babies, and needlessly exaggerated folklore. All are ways to move a body long
after death, and none are particularly concerned with the individual characteristics that
may or may not have existed in life; emotional distance is important to keep in mind
when reanimating the dead.

*
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Honeycombing

“Mom look, it’s your great great--”
“I know, she’s scary. Put her away.”
A box for rations; Snuffy Smith; fraught with salamander; for dislodging the
error; more water makes moldy; buzz buzzzzz; fewer reasons have been; Dear Me, a
quiet story; precisely the reason I harbor no fondness for vermin; duck on stick; neighbor
smashing plates; children did this; nightcap (non-alcoholic); for decorating the tornado
shelter. Aunt Carlene is, very still, labeling in her locked closet of knick-knacks, like a
photograph. The honeybees buzz and lick each other sweetly through the walls.
“I think this one’s a man. What do you think?”
“Multi-faceted pile.”
“Look, it’s Aunt Carlene again. What do we do with her?”
“We should probably just make an Aunt Carlene pile soon, but what is she doing
here?”
“Staring at us, and maybe wart-removing again.”
“Right. Mentally insecure pile.”
“And this one?”
“Spinster pile. You can see it on her.”
The closet is the walk-in attic of a white farmhouse. Outside, snipe hunts and
other imaginary and childish things used to happen, but now the imagination only wallpapers the home, and all the children have left Aunt Carlene labeling items in a closet
that may or may not make sense to anyone anymore.
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Hazel’s Handbook of Paranormal Instructions
(on Certain Regrettable Smells)

The incessant smell of carnations and lip gloss means someone will die, or, for the
first time at least, that your mother’s hand will become trapped in a toaster. Nothing but
prayer can eliminate these and other premonitions, but be aware that elimination is
permanent.
For a desirable premonition that one might now wish to rid of, take, for example,
when the combination of “Unchained Melody” and the smell of your dead husband’s
Aramis aftershave permeates through your car’s radio and airspace, respectively.
Imagined or actual communication with the deceased may take place at this point, which
may be cause for one’s reaffirmation in all that considered living. Simple acts, such as
bi-weekly monitored workouts at the heart association, may assume an air of added
purpose given the now stirred relationship between life and death.
But being open to premonitions can be extremely taxing on the body. “Big Poppa
was the first to die, smelling sweet and waxy while I busied myself in the kitchen.
Ralph’s brother burning was the last, before I started praying,” said Joan, and the
logistics of her words are things to be considered by those who might leave themselves
open to such strange forces, which are not to be believed, at times.

*
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Part II: In Boxes

Biscuits Stuck in Holy Teeth

“Just think . . .”
The preacher talked down at us like we’d never once thought to think in our lives,
but I was too busy drawing biscuits burning in an oven to take much offense, and
Grandpa looked dead anyway, so…
“For that moment, God was there. And now? Now, God is here. And you are
here. That, right there, is the good news of Christmas.”
Dead Grandpa kicked me in the leg, leaned over, and started talking through
something that smelled like licorice fish, “Tell me, Hunter. Did that man just say
anything?”
“He said something about why now is—”
“No, he didn’t say a goddamn thing. You wanna hear something? Let me tell
you about brushing your teeth.”
“Grandpa, you’re a dentist. He’s a preacher.” But why did the biscuits burn so
quickly, I wondered? As soon as I drew them in the oven they were on fire, maybe from
a lack of moisture, or maybe because the paper was actually thousands of little wood
pieces stuck together with some sort of natural tree glue. Wood is flammable, either way,
so it makes sense that anything made of wood put in an oven made of more wood should
catch fire extra fast. I’m getting much better at drawing burnt biscuits rolling down a hill,
I thought.
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“And you’re a little snot for interrupting the word of God. See, the last time I
went to a dentist—”
“But you are a dentist.”
“You’re right, I am. But I was also something else before I was a dentist, and
something else before that. You’re just . . . something, I don’t know what right now,
before becoming something else yourself, so just sit there and pretend that you’re
listening to some dentistry for a second.”
“Pretend like I do with the preacher?”
“Like you do with the preacher, only, try to pay attention here – I want to actually
mean something. And I’m not saying the preacher doesn’t mean anything, at least when
you’re talking to your grandmother. I was twenty-six the last time I went to a dentist
anyway, but then, why am I even justifying this to you? I may be a dentist, but how am I
going to clean my own teeth if I need to go the dentist?”
“If you need to go the dentist, I can take you. I know a good one.”
“Yeah? Who.”
“You.” I meant to be nice, but Grandpa moved over and talked to himself for
some minutes. I thought I heard him say something about shit and kids, but when I
looked around the balcony I couldn’t figure out who had done what. There were hardly
any kids up there, and most of those were asleep against a rail or leg. I thought to wake
them up, but then thought not – It was Christmas Eve, and I didn’t want to disturb any
dreams. “For some kids, a dream is all they have,” someone told me once, and I thought
that for these kids, being black (though I tried not to think about this), it might be true
somehow.
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Grandpa grunted a little and leaned back towards me.
“So the last time I went to the dentist, they tell me, ‘Wayne, you always have
perfect teeth when we see you.’”
“Do you really always have perfect teeth?” I asked.
“Well, yeah, but they’re mostly fake now. Anyway, the dentist tells me, “You
always have perfect teeth, and I know you know this because I always remember to tell
you, but it appears that you’ve started brushing your teeth much too vigorously and have
caused an irreversible recession of the gums.’ You see, Hunter, I never much cared for
my teeth, but I always made a point to brush and brush right before going to the dentist.
Hearing that I was doing something right, I guess I started brushing like that all the time,
maybe unconsciously or something, and before I knew it or had even heard of anything
like ‘recession of the gums,’ I had none!”
He grinned at me and looked very scary, like a shark, the way they have teeth
behind more teeth, but Grandpa had black teeth behind white teeth and, like he said, no
gums.
“So you think about that,” he said, still grinning like I wished he would stop.
“. . . Okay?”
“What I mean is, don’t ever listen to a compliment.”
I suck at drawing burnt biscuits and everything else, I told myself.
“So, if someone says you’re great at brushing teeth, okay, but don’t let it ever get
to the point that you’re so great at brushing teeth that you destroy your mouth. If
someone calls you a good Christian, don’t be such a good Christian that you become a
bad person. If someone says you live life so well, you’ll be dead tomorrow if you don’t
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know any better. Just be careful, and don’t become what you think people want you to
become is all. That’s something you can live by – not this.”
The preacher’s mouth was mid-song and so wide I thought he might be crying.
“But Grandpa, you’re still a dentist, and you’re still brushing teeth. I think you’re
probably really good at it by now.”
“Yeah . . . I guess. Maybe there’s a big difference between wanting to say
something important and actually saying anything at all. Let’s go home – the power’s
probably back on by now, but we’ll go get Slurpees or something if it’s not. God knows
I’m not going to sit around in the dark with your grandmother and Hazel not saying
anything on Christmas.”
So we went home and the power was back on, even though I wanted a Slurpee so
bad I was praying.

*

Hazel’s Handbook of Paranormal Instructions
(on Tar Babies and Other Minor Folklores)

Feeling prone to excessive boredom lately, while also growing tired of
instructions, I’m considering making a tar baby out of tar, turpentine, and things around
the house. Not necessarily for trapping a wandering country animal of any sort, but just
for a more reliable and static companion than those I already have. I could call him Br’er
Baby, or Tar Face. I heard a story once by an Uncle Remus about getting stuck in a tar
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baby from struggling to get out of it, but I want to make my tar baby unstuckable, what
with all the children running around the house on Sundays.
I’ve heard other stories, too. There’s one about a Little Black Sambo and his
tiger-butter pancakes, and another about singing frogs and clever skunks that teach other
animals to be clever, too. In the end, the skunk turns a hollow tree into some sort of
contraption that instantly paints a white stripe up the front and down the back of any
animal who walks through it. The wolves have nothing to eat and die, thinking that all
the forest animals have become white-striped and sophisticated skunks, and entirely
unappetizing. I would like to make one of those trees – or maybe something more
practical, like a hollowed-out, instant shoe-repair tree, or an instant casserole tree – but I
should focus on my tar baby first. My powers of deduction and reason are truly
remarkable.

*

Crossing State Lines, the Billboards

I walked into the kitchen and asked Grandma if she had touched Hazel today, and
when she said yes I had to ask ten times if she had washed her hands, and she had to say
yes, Hunter, yes yes yes, over and over again until I made her wash her hands in front of
me. This might be surprising (I guess it was surprising for my friends I don’t have
anymore. They call me gross and moldy, even though they still come over on Halloween
to see her), but Hazel is a mummy, and probably not the cleanest thing to touch on any
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day when Grandma plans to cook, pour my cereal, or hand me my backpack, I figure, so
I’m trying to turn Grandma into a great hand washer. Hazel has been here in the house
for longer than me and my dad, although I didn’t know it for the first couple weeks, until
she fell out of a closet. She looks a little bit like a giant blind squirrel in a loincloth, only
dead. Really dead, maybe from some kind of poison or rabies, or something else that
locks you up real tight when you die, just like a piece of wood, but I guess Grandma
owns her now and drives her around in the back of her station wagon for the Hall of
History or something.
“Actually,” says Hazel, sounding like a National Geographic special on American
mummies I saw once, “it’s much more likely that I died of pneumonia, as evidenced by
the stringy residue found in my lungs when they pried open my thoracic cavity with a bit
saw and pocket knife, but a popular local myth says I killed myself with a moonshine and
arsenic cocktail, and I think I still prefer that story, anyway. Interestingly enough, there
still remain enough traces of arsenic in my skin tissue to suggest, if I didn’t drink it, that
someone embalmed and abandoned me after death, which, if you think about it, is a little
strange, considering how I didn’t love or even know anyone close enough to think they
would do something so personal as embalm me.”
“Thank you for that, Hazel,” I make sure to say, thinking she probably feels
somewhat underappreciated in her cedar box. “By the way, ‘If you died today, where
would you spend ETERNITY?’” The words come out of my mouth like imaginary
billboards.
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Hazel laughs, spilling dust and flakes of skin on the carpet. “It may not be your
best, Hunter, but it’s still pretty good.” Hazel creaks like an old floor as she steps away
from the wall and sits in the chair next to me.
“Thanks. I saw it in Arkansas,” which is partly true at the time.
“Well, even if I were to die again today, I can’t imagine I’d be going any further
than here for eternity, so Arkansas sounds like a truly exotic and wonderful place in
comparison!”
“It was okay I guess,” I reply, even though I don’t really have to say anything. “I
also saw this outside a gas station: ‘BROASTED CHICKEN DONUTS!’”
“Disgusting, but very funny! You know, you have a great eye for funny signs.”
“Thanks, Hazel,” I say with a genuine smile. Hazel always has something nice to
say to me, even if only a small thing. “By the way, ‘Have Suite Dreams at Little
America, Wyoming!’”
“Unh! No! An awful, but really now, a great pun!” Hazel is choking on herself
and the way her throat doesn’t really work anymore. “And I don’t think I could ever rest
easy in Wyoming. How did you manage that?”
“I didn’t,” I say, holding up a brochure I received by calling a number I saw on
television. The commercial showed lots of buffalo and fish, but they’re actually called
bison – buffalo only live in Europe, I think, but I’ve never been there to see for myself.
“And by the way, I’ve never had a chance to ask anyone this before, what does ‘pun’
stand for? Play Upon kNowledge? I hear it means ‘play on words,’ but that spells
‘P.O.W.,’ which means something else in Super Mario 2.”
“Pun doesn’t stand for anything.”
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“What do you mean?”
“Say, Hunter, this sign thing. You have such a good eye for the funny ones, why
don’t you try writing your own sometime? Somebody has to be making money off that,
somewhere.” Hazel’s voice started to sound dry, like a dying and thirsty cat, so I poured
another glass of water on her head, but then she stood up with a great snapping noise to
go lean back against the wall, and then Dad and Bo came through the front door laughing
at each other.
“Because I don’t want to get too good at seeing,” I answered quietly, but I could
tell from Hazel’s face that she had already stopped listening.

*

Hazel’s Handbook of Paranormal Instructions
(on Controlling Your Powers)

Before Hunter went to church this morning, he gave me an early present with
which to celebrate my Christmas Eve: a tar baby! It came in a box no bigger than a fist,
I imagine, if I could make a fist; a cute little ball of tar and turpentine wrapped around a
fork.
But as I write this, I’m horrified to watch the thing waddling clumsily around the
floor eating dust bunnies and candy wrappers in the corner. It used to be nice and
proportionate just like any other baby, tar or not, but I fear this softball gut is a touch
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premature. And yet, nothing seems off limits for the brat’s mouth – now it sucks on the
leg of the chair!
How this situation was created is an abomination of all logic, and it continues!
Observing the tar baby before all this motion set into it, Hunter asked me, “Table,
why did Br’er Rabbit think the tar baby was attractive in the first place?”
So I tapped the floor and told a half-truth, on account of his innocence: “You’ll
understand this better one day, but everything is attractive about the past. Try not to get
stuck in it.”
And still, the tar baby rolls around eating cockroaches in the fireplace, diapers,
toy trucks, photo albums, Christmas 1985, foggy mornings, and Milk Duds at the
Summer theater . . .

*

Fantastic Incisors

When Dad and Bo walked into the dining room, I wanted to hide, but instead I
was sitting there with Hazel propped against the wall and dripping from my empty glass
of water. They laughed and said something I couldn’t hear while I walked away to help
Grandma set the table with Christmas food. Honey-glazed ham, sweet potatoes, green
bean casserole, more stuff I didn’t want to eat, and a cheese sandwich for me.
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“Aw now, there’s Bo,” said Grandma, carrying a tray with four glasses of iced tea
and one glass of chocolate milk, even though I’m probably too old for chocolate milk.
But then again, is eleven too old for anything yet? It tastes good.
“Merry Christmas, Joyce,” said Bo.
We were sitting down at the table and about to say the blessing, but then I started
thinking about how I might introduce Bo to my dad, even though they already knew each
other. Bo? Meet Jimbo.
“Jimbo’n Bo’s Burnt Biscuits,” I said out loud, thinking it would be a great and
tasty business to consider. Dad smacked me, Grandpa laughed, Bo laughed and said
something about how he hadn’t been called a burnt biscuit in years, Grandma told us to
come on now, there’s no room for hate on Christmas, Hazel stood against the wall with
her mouth hanging open, and someone said the blessing.
It wasn’t long before the rest of the family arrived; Bill, Leigh Anne, Dalton,
Landon, Laney, Cami, Joel, Slone, Rebecca, Wanda, Sydney, Joan, Katherine, Billie Joe,
and then everyone I still don’t know; Richard, Joy, the other Joy, Ernest, Rufus, Vera,
Clarence, Wayne, Waynette, and we didn’t even have enough food but still more came.
Hazel’s tar baby ate a child (I didn’t know her) and started looking like my friend whose
house I’m not allowed to go to.
With everyone here and overflowing into the living room – someone was banging
on the piano and people were yelling for it to stop – Grandma suggested we go around
the table and share one thing to be thankful for this year at Christmas, but I suddenly felt
insecure with my place in this mess. So, with the rest of the house of people watching,
the table turned out to be thankful for each other, the food, the weather, God, or smaller
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things, but I was busy imagining around the table what each person might say if we were
just meeting for the first time.
“I’m Grandma, of course,” Grandma would say in that immediately comfortable
way she has.
Then, “I’m not a very good husband or dentist,” Grandpa says.
“I’m your father, be quiet and eat.”
“I’m a mummy.”
“I’m . . . Bo Jackson, I guess,” which was true, even though I thought he could
have said something better. Maybe, “You have my autograph.”
The tar baby must have eaten some birds, because it was flying around the house
with sticks in its mouth. There was something instantly familiar and attractive about that.
“I’m perfect at making you feel wanted just enough, but not too much.”
“I’m Jim Beam dead next year.”
“I’m his son, so relate to that, son.”
“I’m a little moldy right now and need to apologize for my poor oral hygiene.”
“No need to apologize – you fell out of a truck eighty years after you died,” says
what National Geographic forgot to mention.
“I’m surely the best pinch hitter in all of baseball, at least in the last couple years
of my career.”
So I think, shaking hands and introducing myself to the tar baby, I’m way too
young to pretend I understand any of this yet, and how many more tables are needed to
seat my family? How many more tables to seat the world?”
I could never be worse at knowing people.
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Just before Hazel gave me her journal, which I sometimes write in, she told me,
“The only way to know yourself is through your reflections in others, the way a candle’s
flame is shaped by the wind that surrounds it,” but I looked at these people looking at me
and felt sick and lost. I hugged and pulled at the tar baby, ripping forks and sticks out of
its back. It grew an apple boat on its arm – little carrot people riding a half apple with a
sail of cheese – and we ate it together in a primary-colored way. But I think the tar baby
started eating me next, because soon I was sleeping for a long, warm time.

*
Part III: In Files

Sifting the Facts

Hazel Farris lost her two front teeth when her casket fell out of a station wagon
less than an hour away from the Bessemer Hall of History. The casket shattered, leaving
her body sprawled in the road like a stiff, startled ghost. Joyce stepped out of the car and
lifted her like a board, and people stared. Hazel’s body wasn’t too damaged in the
accident, but since she was going on display the next afternoon, something had to be
done about those missing teeth. Joyce called her husband, the dentist, who arrived with
yellow Chiclets in his pocket.
But perhaps it is better to start with Luther Brookes, because it was he who first
inherited Hazel from his carnival-touring uncle and put her in a cedar box in the back
closet of his printing press in Nashville, where she stayed for some time.
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And then some time passed, during which Joyce described, among other things,
the renovation of the Old Southern Railway Depot in 1980 and how it became the
Bessemer Hall of History; how Hazel occasionally grew mold all over her body, and how
Luther, when he was alive, would lean her against the side of his house and spray her
with a hose while his kids played basketball in the driveway; the National Geographic
incident, which ended with Hazel cut to pieces and stored in an unmarked mausoleum.
Growing tired of these things, Joyce stared at Hazel’s open file, at all the
newspaper clippings, the pictures of herself in front of the Hall of History, and sighed.
“Well,” she started, “I don’t know what you expected to find here, but I hope I
answered your question.”

*
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Hazel’s Handbook of Paranormal Instructions
(On Self-Recognition in the Promise of Afterlife)

Figure 1: Hazel Farris
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CHAPTER 12
CELEBRATE, CELEBREX

I say to the old woman (who practically knows me, she says, from years of
neighborhood gossip hour in the bingo parlor down Memorial Drive, though we’ve never
actually met) that yes, I am happy here on my second wedding night. What else could I
say? I’m seventy-three and adorably remarried for as long as the future allows, and
gathered here at The Club overlooking Birmingham for the reception are my life’s
friends, non-friends, family, and the unknowns who enjoy waiting to be invited to nights
like these. We’ve all changed, in my opinion.
I look at all the grandchildren, scattered creatures farting back and forth across the
floor, and feel half delighted for the mess of noise and food they’re making all over,
breaking up conversations with cute looks and kicking me in the shins. Especially the
redhead, though I don’t remember his name. A son of a son I must have had once, so I
feel partly responsible for his spit and poor manners. I look around the room, at the faces
so old and new, and can’t help but wonder: How did this happen?
So I say to the woman, yes. Yes, I am happy about all this. I’m happy about my
now wife (she is beautiful, after all, and I’ve secretly known this for maybe forty years?
Life took its time making widowers of us both.) and I’m particularly happy that we could
all be here in good health tonight, even if it is a bit overwhelming.
She smiles knowingly, so I add a little more. You know, I say, I am happy, I
really am, but what irritates me lately is how it feels like I’m twenty years old to celebrate
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like this. I’m twenty years old and stuck in a body that just won’t do the things I want it
to anymore. It stopped a long time ago, actually.
We exchange a variety of noises while we reflect on the statement, but I can tell
by the way she walks off, saying “You know? I think I need me some more of that fried
shrimp with the coconut-butter cream sauce” that aging makes poor party conversation.
A little dizzy from the whole night, I walk over to the cake. It’s as good a time as
any to start cutting, I think, so I pick up the knife and push up my sleeves slightly. I glide
the knife over my skin, and it melts right through. Very fine. I do it again and again, and
layer by layer it’s my sixtieth birthday and my front teeth haven’t fallen out yet. I keep
gliding the knife over my arm and the rest of my body, and it keeps sliding through me
with no more effort than drawing a stick through sand. Peel me back slowly and see a
surgeon whose hands don’t shake. It’s my first wedding day and we are happy, then, for
a time, nothing qualified about it. Sshhh, I tell myself as the colors in my arm start to
darken. I go a little further, just a little further in, until I’m twenty and writhing on the
floor from the freshness of it all.
The cake is cut. People eat and bend over to thank me for an especially fine
evening as they make to leave. I make to run with that old feeling in my knees. My love
jumps on my back and we run out the door, through the woods and down the hill, towards
the city. The grandchildren follow, are yelling through the trees, but all I can do is kiss
the love on my back and let my legs carry us forward in a way I long forgot possible.
That old feeling.
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